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ABSTRACT

A STUDY OF SOME BEHAVIORAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS

OF ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES BOARD OPINION RELEASES UPON

THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF

CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

By

Blaine Allen Ritts

This investigation involved an attempt to isolate and measure the

impact of Opinions of the Accounting Principles Board (APB) of the

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) upon the

attitudes and behavior of members of the AICPA toward certain accounting

principles. The primary aspect of this study dealt with a determination

of the extent to which APB Opinions are instrumental in changing the

attitudes of those individuals who, prior to the release of an Opinion

maintain an attitudinal posture relative to an accounting principle

which differs from the preferences toward the application of that prin-

ciple as subseqeuntly expressed by the APB in an Opinion. Additionally,

for those individuals whose attitudes and beliefs toward a particular

accounting procedure change after the release of an Opinion to conform

to the recommendations contained in the APB release, a description of

the process involved in the attitude change and an analysis of the

factors believed to be instrumental to this process were attempted in

order to gain insight into this process of attitude change and its

behavioral ramifications.
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A set of mailed questionnaires, administered to a sample of 1000

CPAs randomly selected from the membership roster of the AICPA, were

employed in the data gathering phase of this research project. The

questionnaires were circularized at three points in time as follows:

1. Prior to the release of the Exposure Draft of APB Opinion

No. 16 on business combinations.

2. Subsequent to the release of the Exposure Draft of APB

Opinion No. 16 and prior to the release of the Formal

Opinion.

3. Subsequent to the release of the Formal Opinion.

The administration of these questionnaires provided information about

the attitudes of this sample of CPAs toward pooling of interests account-

ing both prior to the release of any communication on the subject by

the APB, as well as after the release of the Exposure Draft of the

Opinion and the release of the Formal Opinion. Additionally, certain

other data were secured via these questionnaires as a basis for

testing certain of the hypotheses set forth in the study.

The primary hypotheses of the study dealt with the direction and

amount of attitude change experienced by the respondents as a result

of the issuance of the Exposure Draft and the issuance of the Formal

Opinion. Additional hypotheses relating to factors which might be

associated with attitude change were tested in the investigation.

Analysis of the data accumulated during this study yielded the

following major conclusions:

1. Practicing CPAs believe rather strongly that they must

conform to the dictates of the APB as set forth in the
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Opinions of the Board. As a result, where the CPA may

have preferred to apply a particular accounting procedure,

the CPA will apparently employ the procedure recommended by the

APB rather than the one he prefers. This evidence indicates

that the APB, through the process of issuing Opinions on

accounting principles is successful in changing the behavior

of the CPAs relative to the accounting principles they employ

in practice.

Similarly, and apparently as a result of the behavioral changes

discussed in 1 above, if the CPAs attitude toward a particular

accounting procedure is in conflict with the position the APB

takes toward that procedure at the time of the issuance of an

Opinion, the CPA will experience a change in attitude after

the release of the Opinion such that his attitude will more

closely conform to the APB's position relative to the pro-

cedure in question. This study found such attitude changes

to be highly statistically significant.

Finally, if the Formal Opinion is preceded by an Exposure

Draft of the Opinion, the attitude changes observed in 2

above will occur after the release of the Exposure Draft,

with very little additional change taking place upon the

release of the Formal Opinion.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this inquiry is to measure the impact of the Opinions

of the Accounting Principles Board of the American Institute of Certified

Public Accountants upon the membership of the AICPA who are practicing as

independent certified public accountants.l The primary aspect of this

study was devoted to determining the extent to which APB2 Opinions are

instrumental in changing the attitudes of those individuals who, prior to

the release of an Opinion maintain a position which differs from that

subsequently expressed by the APB. Additionally, for those individuals

whose attitudes and beliefs change after the release of an Opinion to

conform to the recommendations contained in the APB release, a descrip-

tion of the process invdlved in the attitude change and an analysis of

the factors believed to be instrumental to this process were attempted in

order to gain insight into this process of attitude change. A further

aspect of the study devoted attention to those individuals whose atti-

tudes prior to the release of an Opinion evidenced agreement with the

stand subsequently taken by the APB. The primary emphasis here rested

 

lThe initials "AICPA" will hereinafter be employed when referring

to the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.

2In subsequent references to the "Board" or the "APB" the author is

employing shorthand notation for the Accounting Principles Board of the

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.

 



'with a determination of the extent to which Principles Board Opinions

reinforce favorable pre-Opinion attitudes.

It is anticipated that the knowledge gained frem this study, in

terms of the effect of APB Opinions upon the profession, can guide pro-

motion of the process of general acceptance and provide substantial

assistance to the APB in its efforts to achieve this objective.

1.2 Statement of the Problem

The primary problems confronting the researcher in attempting to

achieve the purpose set forth above are problems of measurement and

control. Techniques must be found for measuring the dependent variable,

attitude, both before and after the release of the Opinion. Strict

control must be exercised in order to minimize the effects of extraneous

variables on the attitudes under study. Procedures must be developed for

isolating and measuring the independent variables which will be analyzed.

The solution to these problems, in the form of the methodology

which will be employed in this study, will be discussed further in

Section A of this Chapter and in Chapter Three.

1.3 Review of Information Relative to the Accounting Principles Board

of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants

From its inception in 1959, the stated objectives of the Accounting

Principles Board of the American Institute of Certified Public Accoun-

tants have been to improve financial reporting standards and to narrow

areas of differences and inconsistencies in accounting practice in order

to improve comparability of financial reports among companies (1:9).3

3Biographical references will be presented in brackets as follows:

(Number of the reference as listed in the Bibliography: page number

if reference is other than a journal article).



In preparing financial information for public presentation, the

accountant can frequently choose from among several alternative account-

ing procedures which are available for analyzing and summarizing a

particular type of financial data. As is common in such situations

where numerous alternatives are available for treating the data, the

application of any one alternative to the financial information can

yield significantly different results, in terms of the financial state-

ments that are produced, from what would have been experienced had

another alternative been employed. For example, two firms Operating in

the same industry, which in substance have no material differences

between their Operating facilities, etc., might each choose a different

set of accounting principles to guide them in the preparation Of their

financial statements. The result could be that the two firms would

present published financial statements that differ significantly in

terms of net income, etc., even though they experienced the same amount

of sales from very similar Operations for the particular time period

in question.

The problem that, Of course, arises is that a potential investor

who may be interested in investing capital in this industry would employ

these financial statements in an attempt to determine which company

should be his choice for investment. This individual might choose, on

the basis of these financial statements, to invest in the firm reporting

the larger net income figure, reasoning that this firm has prospects for

greater income in the future than the other firm, when, in fact, the

differences in reported earnings results primarily from the fact that

the firms employed different "acceptable" accounting procedures to

produce their financial statements. Thus, although a comparison of



financial statements leads the prospective investor to believe that a

financial difference exists between the companies under consideration,

no real difference does exist. The availability Of accounting alter-

natives has therefore resulted in the investor being misled by his

analysis.

In the situation discussed above, the fact that the investor was

misinformed was unintentional. The management Of the two firms did not

choose a different set of accounting principles so that they could

report different net income figures. Rather the availability of alter—

native accounting procedures, and the choices made from among these by

management, resulted in a significant difference in reported income

for these two firms.

There are indications, however, that in some cases the existent

flexibility in accounting principles has resulted in management choosing

that set of principles which serve to cast the firm in the most favor-

able financial light (20, 2h, 25, A3). In these situations management

examines the alternatives available and selects those which serve to

achieve some desired Objective, i.e., the maximization of reported

income. Under these circumstances, the investor is misled to the extent

that the reported earnings are more favorable than they would have been

had management selected the theoretically most appropriate accounting

procedure under the circumstances rather than the one which produced the

most favorable results in terms of net income. To the extent that the

potential investor is misled in this situation, it results from the

Objective efforts Of management and therefore must be considered inten-

tional.



As indicated by the Objectives stated earlier, the APB, through the

intermittent issuance of Opinions, is attempting tO address itself to

these problems Of inconsistencies and differences in situations which

do not appear to warrant the application of different accounting prin-

ciples. The function Of the Board is to examine areas where the avail-

ability Of alternative accounting procedures and the application Of these

procedures result in substantial differences in financial statements

where no apparent real financial difference exists. Based upon research

into the problem area, the Board may decide to issue an Opinion within

which it will indicate which procedure(s) from among the alternatives

available is (are) preferable.

During the period from 1959 through late 196A the APB issued five

Opinions. Over this time span there was no formal requirement placed

upon the independent accountant to follow the alternatives which the

APB stated were preferable. Rather than requiring compliance with APB's

stated preference, the AICPA chose to attempt to achieve general accep-

tance of the procedures advocated in the Opinions primarily on the basis

of the prestige of the Board and Of the Institute. While there may

have been a tendency on the part of practicing CPAs toward compliance

with the procedures viewed as preferable by the APB, the Institute

apparently felt that this approach was not sufficiently narrowing the

areas of differences and that the degree of compliance desired was not

being achieved. Therefore, in October, 196A, the Council of the Insti-

tute issued a pronouncementh (ho) which, in effect, called for the

 

"The entire text Of the Special Bulletin is contained in Appendix

l-A at the end of this Chapter.



5
independent accountant to view the Opinions Of the Board as representing

the most appropriate accounting principles under all circumstances.

Although the language of the Special Bulletin did not include this speci-

fice statement, the substance of the pronouncement had the effect Of

elevating the Opinions and Bulletins to a preferred status.

This result was achieved by figst establishing (by decree) that the

Opinions Of the Board represented generally accepted accounting prin-

ciples (gaap) and secondly by requiring that departures from APB Opinions

which have a material effect upon the financial statements be disclosed.

Relative to general acceptance, the Special Bulletin said:

1. "Generally accepted accounting principles" are those

principles which have substantial authoritative support

(ho).

2. Opinions of the Accounting Principles Board constitute

"substantial authoritative support" (ho).

3. "Substantial authoritative support" can exist for

accounting principles that differ from Opinions of the

Accounting Principles Board (AG).

The reference to disclosure of departures declared that when the effect

of the departure from the Board Opinion on the financial statements is

material, the auditor must disclose the departure in the footnotes to

the financial statements or in the independent auditor's report but

only in those cases where the auditor is willing to accept the burden of

and can substantiate that the departure does have substantial authorita-

tive support. Where he believes that the departure does not have sub-

stantial authoritative support he must then disclose the departure by

 

5"As well as effective Accounting Research Bulletins issued by

the former Committee on Accounting Procedure" (hO).



either qualifying, disclaiming, or giving an adverse Opinion (as appro-

priate) in the auditor's report.

Thus, the effect Of establishing (1) that Board Opinions do repre-

sent generally accepted accounting principles, and (2) that disclosures

Of departures, when material, must be made in the published financial

statements, resulted in establishing APB Opinions as not only gaap,

but as preferred gaap.

At the time of the conclusion Of this research effort, twelve

additional Opinions had been issued since the Special Bulletin of

October, l96h; or a total of seventeen since the formation of the Board

in 1959. As indicated earlier, in addition to the Opinions of the APB,

the provisions of the 196k Special Bulletin also were made applicable

to the Accounting Research Bulletins (ARB) issued by the APB's predeces-

sor, the Committee on Accounting Procedure. Through 1959, the date Of

its disbandment, the Committee on Accounting Procedure had issued 51

Accounting Research Bulletins. For a complete listing of the ARBs and

Opinions which were in effect at the time of the conclusion Of this

research effort see Appendix l-B at the end of the Chapter.

1.h Methodology
 

The Object of this investigation was Accounting Principles Board

Opinion NO. 16. The data needed in order to test the hypotheses set

forth in Chapter 2 were secured by employing mailed questionnaires.

The questionnaires were administered in a before-after fashion to

a sample of individuals randomly selected from the membership roster

Of the American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. The variable

intervening between the before-after measurements was the release Of
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Opinion NO. 16 by the APB. The investigation is described here as a

before—after experiment because measurements were taken on the dependent

variable, attitude, and the independent variables, at various intervals

both before the release Of the Opinion and after its release. Each

individual studied served as his own control since a measure of the

dependent variable was Obtained prior to the introduction of the inter-

vening variable, the APB Opinion. To the extent that this type of

control fulfills the requirements for control in an experimental study,

this project may be called an experiment.

An attitude scale concerning the accounting principle (pooling Of

interests) which was the subject of Opinion NO. 16 was prepared. The

scaling technique which was employed produced an interval scale on which

both the prior and post-Opinion attitudes were measured. For a more

complete description Of the develOpment of the attitude scale and other

methodological considerations see Chapter 3.

Once the data had been gathered, they were analyzed utilizing pri-

marily statistical tests set forth in Siegel (37: various). These tests

were employed in determining the significance of the extent of attitude

change; the magnitude of the relationships between attitude change and

other variables, as well as the significance Of these relationships;

and as a means Of controllling the effect of a third variable on the

relationship of two other variables. The data on the questionnaires

were transferred to punch cards and a computer was utilized to produce

the results Of these statistical tests.



1.5 Advantages of the Study_

One Of the primary functions served by published financial state-

ments of individual companies is to provide information which a pros-

pective investor may employ in arriving at an investment decision.

To the potential investor who has available funds which he is

desirous Of investing in an existent firm, probably the most useful

information that can be garnered from published financial statements

is secured by comparing the financial statements of the companies he

views as possible investment alternatives. This comparison may involve

companies in the same industry or in different industries; for one

period or over several periods. By analyzing the relationships between

various financial categories on the financial statements of each Of

these firms and comparing the results, the individual can Obtain valuable

information about earnings trends, financial stability, and many other

aspects of the firms Operations which will assist him in arriving at a

decision as to which firm should be the object of his investment.

With the existence of numerous acceptable accounting principles

which are available to employ in the preparation of financial statements,

this type of comparative analysis is made very difficult for the poten-

tial investor. Without a substantial knowledge of accounting he is

unable to make the adjustments to the statements which are necessary

to remove differences which arise primarily from the application of

different accounting principles. To the extent that the statements

differ because Of differences in accounting procedures, and not because

of real financial differences, the statements may not be directly

comparable. However, not possessing the specialized knowledge required

in order to make the adjustments, the individual may proceed by
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attempting to compare the unadjusted statements directly. The result may

be that, since the statements are not directly comparable, the potential

investor may be misled by his analysis.

Since its creation, the primary Objectives Of the Accounting Prin-

ciples Board have been to narrow the areas Of differences in accounting

principles by limiting the number of alternative accounting principles

which are viewed as acceptable. The term "narrowing differences" has

been interpreted in several ways, but the concensus appears to be that

it does not mean attaining complete uniformity in accounting principles

but rather establishing criteria for the use Of accounting principles

and the elimination Of alternatives where criteria cannot be found which

justify the use of these alternatives (35, 20). The Board has taken

the position that firms' financial statements should not differ simply

as a result Of the application Of different accounting principles,

but rather that there should be some substantive basis for applying

different accounting principles and that the experiences of the firms

should be sufficiently different to warrant the use Of different pro—

cedures. TO the extent that such "real" differences do not exist,

then the application Of alternative procedures is not thought to be

warranted.

It is the expectation here that the knowledge secured from this

study about the extent to which Board Opinions are instrumental in

affecting attitude change, and the contribution of other variables to

this process of attitude change, can be Of substantial assistance to

the APB in speeding the process of general acceptance of preferred

accounting principles. Knowledge Of the effect of Opinions upon the
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different types of people studied would assist in programs such as

determining which combination of various approaches is likely to achieve

the greatest success in terms of general acceptance. The point to be

made here is that knowledge of how and why auditors change their atti-

tudes can provide a basis for formulating a program which is likely to

meet with greater success in achieving the desired Objectives.

From a theoretical viewpoint this research effort is one Of a very

small set of studies which have attempted to examine the process Of

attitude change in other than a rigidly controlled (classroom type)

experimental situation where the attitudes studied are usually "rela-

tively uninvolving" (21). Additionally, based on the evidence available

to this author, this is the only study which has attempted to investi-

gate in a "real world" setting the process Of attitude change under

apparent conditions of forced compliance.

1.6 Limitations of the Study

1. The conclusions Of this research effort may lack the ability to

be generalized because the data secured in carrying out the study will

be Obtained from a sample Of the members Of the AICPA who are practicing

as independent certified public accountants. Therefore, one may not

be able to generalize the conclusions to any other group Of accountants.

2. The conclusions drawn from this study will be based upon data

gathered relative to the effects Of one APB Opinion. One assumption of

this study is that conclusions based upon the study of any one Opinion

will provide a good general representation of the effects of any other

given Opinion. To the extent that this assumption may not be valid,

the reader should exercise caution in attempting to generalize the

results beyond the Opinion studied in this research endeavor.
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3. An additional assumption of this study is that the individuals

who respond to the questionnaires represent a good approximation Of the

non-respondents. The reader should maintain constant awareness Of the

fact that this assumption underlies the conclusions drawn from the

study, and to the extent he believes that such an assumption lacks

validity he should exercise care in interpreting and generalizing these

conclusions.

1.7 Organization Of the Study

Chapter Two will be concerned with the develOpment of the theoreti-

cal structure of the study. Consideration will be given to the psycho-

logical impact Of the APB Opinions upon the independent accountant.

A review of the psychological literature relating to attitude change

will be undertaken and the hypotheses which will serve to guide this

research effort will be presented.

Chapter Three will present the research design employed in carrying

forth this investigation.

Chapter Four will present tests of the hypotheses based on the data

gathered via the questionnaires.

Chapter Five will present the conclusions and recommendations de—

rived from this investigation.

1.8 Notational and Procedural Form

Bibliographical references will be presented in brackets following

a reference, in the manner (source number: page number, if reference is

other than a journal article). In the Bibliography following Chapter

Five, each biographical sources is identified by the source number

employed in the text of the study.
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Appendices will be presented immediately following the chapter

with which they are associated. References to the appendices will be

made in the chapter where appropriate.

The report contained herein will respect the confidential nature

of the data which have been gathered on the questionnaires. Confidenti-

ality will be relaxed only in those cases where the information has been

previously published or where specific approval has been given for the

citation made.

Finally, in the ensuing report, the numbering Of footnotes will

begin anew with each chapter and appendix.
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The following is the complete text of the Special Bulletin, 21g:

closure of Departures From Opinions of AccountingiPrinciples Board,

issued by the Council of the American Institute of Certified Public

Accountants in October, 196A.

"The Council Of the Institute, at its meeting October 2, 196A,

unanimously adOpted recommendations that members should see to it that

departures from Opinions of the Accounting Principles Board (as well as

effective Accounting Research Bulletins issued by the former Committee

on Accounting Procedure) are disclosed, either in footnotes to financial

statements or in the audit reports of members in their capacity as

independent auditors.

This action applies to financial statements for fiscal years begin—

ning after December 31, 1965.

The recommendations adopted by Council are as follows:

1. "Generally accepted accounting principles" are those principles

which have substantial authoritative support."

2. Opinions of the Accounting Principles Board constitute "sub-

stantial authoritative support."

3. "Substantial authoritative support" can exist for accounting

principles that differ from Opinions of the Accounting Principles

Board.

1h
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A. No distinction should be made between the Bulletins issued by

the former Committee on Accounting Procedure on matter of accounting

principles and the Opinions of the Accounting Principles Board.

Accordingly, references in this report to Opinions of the Accounting

Principles Board also apply to the Accounting Research Bulletins.l’2

5. If an accounting principle that differs materially in its

effect from one accepted in an Opinion Of the Accounting Principles

Board is applied in financial statements, the reporting member must

decide whether the principles has substantial authoritative support and

is applicable in the circumstances.

a. If he concludes that it does not, he would either qualify his

Opinion, disclaim an Opinion, or give an adverse Opinion as appropriate.

Requirements for handling these situations in the reports of members

are set forth in generally accepted auditing standards and in the Code

of Professional Ethics and need no further implementation.

b. If he concludes that it does have substantial authoritative

support:

(1) he would give an unqualified Opinion and

 

1This is in accord with the following resolution of the Accounting

Principles Board at its first meeting on September 11, 1959:

"The Accounting Principles Board has the authority, as did the

predecessor committee, to review and revise any Of these Bulletins

(published by the predecessor committee) and it plans to take such

action from time to time."

"Pending such action and in order to prevent any misunderstanding

meanwhile as to the status of the existing accounting research and termi-

nology bulletins, the Accounting Principles Board now makes public

announcement that these bulletins should be considered as continuing

in force with the same degree of authority as before."

2The Terminology Bulletins are not within the purview of the

Council's resolution nor of this report because they are not statements

on accounting principles.
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(2) disclose the fact of departure from the Opinion in a

separate paragraph in his report or see that it is disclosed in a foot-

note to the financial statements and, where practicable, its effects

on the financial statements." Illustrative language for this purpose

is as follows:

The company's treatment Of (describe) is at variance with

Opinion NO. __ of the Accounting Principles Board (Accounting

Research Bulletin NO. __ Of the Committee on Accounting

Procedure) of the American Institute of Certified Public

Accountants. This Opinion (Bulletin) states that (describe

the principle in question). If the Accounting Principles

Board Opinion (Accounting Research Bulletin) had been followed,

income for the year would have been increased, (decreased)

by $___, and the amount of retained earnings at (date)

increased (decreased) by S___. In our opinion, the company's

treatment has substantial authoritative support and is an

acceptable practice.

*******a**

If disclosure is made in a footnote, the last sentence might

be changed to read: In the Opinion of the independent

auditors, , the company's treatment has substantial

authoritative support and is an acceptable practice.

6. Departures from Opinions Of the Accounting Principles Board

which have a material effect should be disclosed in reports for fiscal

periods that begin:

"In those cases in which it is not practicable to determine the

approximate effect on the financial statements, this fact should be

expressly stated.
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a. After December 31, 1965, in the case of existing Bulletins

and Opinions.

b. After the issue date of future Opinions unless a later effec-

tive date is specified in the Opinion.

7. The Accounting Principles Board should review prior to December

31, 1965, all Bulletins of the Committee on Accounting Procedure and

determine whether any of them should be revised or withdrawn.

8. The Accounting Principles Board should include in each Opinion

a notation that members should disclose a material departure therefrom.

9. The failure to disclose a material departure from an Accounting

Principles Board Opinion is deemed to be substandard reporting.+ The

Practice Review Committee should be instructed to give its attention to

this area and to specifically report to Council the extent of deviations

from these recommendations.

10. The Committee on Professional Ethics and the Institute's legal

counsel had advised that the present By-Laws and Code Of Professional

Ethics would not cover an infraction Of the above recommendations.

 

+

In discussion at the council meeting it was explained that the

phrase "substandard reporting" was used in the sense Of reporting

practices not in conformity with recommendations Of the Council.
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Whether the Code Of Professional Ethics should be amended is a question

4.

which should be studied further.+’3

**********

As indicated in the above text, Council's action is not intended

to have the force and effect Of a rule Of ethics, but rather that Of

a standard or reporting practice, deviations from which should have

the attention Of the Practice Review Committee."

 

+

+By order of the Council a special committee is now reviewing the

entire matter Of the status of Opinions of the Accounting Principles

Board, and the development of accounting principles and practices for

the purpose Of recommending to Council a general statement of philOSOphy,

purpose and aims in this area.

3In the Summer Of 1970, the Institute placed before its membership

the question of whether the essential provisions of this Special

Bulletin should be incorporated into the Code of Professional Ethics.

The proposition was defeated by a slim margin. Thus, infractions Of

the Special Bulletin continue to p2£_be covered by the Code of Profes-

sional Ethics.
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The following is a list Of Accounting Research Bulletins and

Accounting Principles Board Opinions which were in effect at the time

of the conclusion Of this study (June, 1971), and which were, therefore,

subject to the provisions of the Special Bulletin, Disclosure of

Departures From Opinions of Accounting Principles Board issued in

October, 196H.

 

I. Effective Accounting Research Bulletins (ARB).

h3.l Restatement and Revision of Accounting Research Bulletins

(June. 1953)

1.2 Prior Opinions

a.3 Rules Adopted by Membership

b. Opinion Issued by Predecessor Committee

(as amended by Accounting Principles Board

Opinion (APBO) number 6)

2. Form of Statements

a. Comparative Financial Statements

b. (Superceded by APBO number 10)

3. Working Capital

a. Current Assets and Current Liabilities

(as amended by APBO number 6)

b. (Superceded by APBO number 10)

h. Inventory Pricing

5. (Superceded by APBO numbers 16 and 17)

6. Contingency Reserves

7. Capital Accounts

a. Quasi-Reorganization or Corporate Readjustment

b. Stock Dividends and Stock Split-Ups

(as amended by APBO number 6)

c. (Superceded by ARB number h8)

 

lRepresents Accounting Research Bulletin number.

2Represents Chapter number.

3
Represents Chapter subsection.
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Ah.

1:5.

A6.

1:7.

A8.

1:9.

so.

51.

2O

8. (Superceded by APBO number 9)

9. Depreciation

a. Depreciation and High Costs

b. (Superceded by APBO number 6)

c. Emergency Facilities-Depreciation, Amortization,

and Income Taxes

(as amended by APBO number 6 and number 11)

10. Taxes

a. Real and Personal Property Taxes

(as amended by APBO number 9)

b. (Superceded by APBO number 11)

11. Government Contracts

a. Cost-Plus-Fixed-Fee Contracts

b. Renegotiation -

(as amended by APBO number 9 and number 11)

c. Terminated War and Defense Contracts)

12. Foreign Operations and Foreign Exchange

(as amended by APBO number 6 and number 9)

13. Compensation

a. (Superceded by APBO number 8)

b. Compensation Involved in Stock Option and Stock

Purchase Plans

1h. (Superceded by APBO number 5)

15. Unamortized Discount, Issue Cost, and Redemption

Premium on Bonds Refunded

(as amended by APBO number 9 and number 11)

(Revised) Declining Balance Depreciation (July, 1958)

(as amended by APBO number 6 and number 11)

Long-Term Construction-type Contract (October, 1955)

Discontinuance of Dating Earned Surplus (February, 1956)

(Superceded by APBO number 8)

(Superceded by APBO number 16)

(Superceded by APBO number 9)

Contingencies (October, 1958)

Consolidated Financial Statements (August, 1959)

(as amended by APBO number 10 and number 11)

(paragraphs 7 and 8 superceded by APBO number 16)
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II. Effective Accounting Principles Board Opinions

1."

2.

10.

ll.

12.

13.

1h.

New Depreciation Guidelines and Rules

(November, 1962) (as amended by APBO number 11)

Accounting for the "Investment Credit"

(December, 1962) (as amended by APBO number A)

The Statement Of Source and Application Of Funds

(October, 1963)

Accounting for the "Investment Credit"

(March, 196A)

Reporting of Leases in Financial Statements Of Lessee

(September, 196A) (as amended by APBO number 11)

Status Of Accounting Research Bulletins

(October, 1965) (Paragraphs 21 and 23 superceded by

APBO number 11, paragraphs 12c and 22 superceded by

APBO number 16, and paragraph 15 superceded by APBO

number 17)

Accounting for Leases in Financial Statements of Lessors

(May, 1966)

Accounting for the Cost of Pension Plans

(November, 1966)

Reporting the Results of Operations

(December, 1966) (as amended by APBO number 13 and

number 15)

Omnibus Opinion - 1966

(December, 1966) (as amended by APBO number 12, number 1%,

and number 16)

Accounting for Income Taxes

(December, 1967)

Omnibus Opinion - 1967

(December, 1967) (as amended by APBO number 1h)

Amending Paragraph 6 Of APB Opinion NO. 9, Application to

Commercial Banks (March, 1969)

Accounting for Convertible Debt and Debt Issued with Stock

Purchase Warrants (March, 1969)

 

Represents the Accounting Principles Board Opinion number.



15.

16.

17.
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Earnings Per Share

(May: 1969)

Business Combinations

(August, 1970)

Intangible Assets

(August, 1970)



CHAPTER II

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

2.1 Discussion Of the Psychological Effects Of the Special Bulletin

of October, 196M,_Uppn the Certified Public Accountants Who Are

Practicing_as Independent Accountants

Perhaps at this point it is appropriate to discuss the October,

196A, pronouncement in more depth in order to gain a greater apprecia-

tion of its implications, particularly with respect to the psychological

effects Of the pronouncement upon the individual certified public

accountant.

The reader should have noted in the discussion in Chapter I that

the departures from Board Opinions which require disclosure are those

departures which have a material effect (the Board has not yet defined

the word material) upon the financial statements. Thus the Council is

not concerned with, and therefore does not require disclosure Of,

departures which are immaterial in their impact.

According to the provisions Of the Special Bulletin, for deviations

from the Opinions which are concluded to be material in terms of their

impact upon the financial statements, the independent auditor must

decided upon one of two courses of action which are available for him

to follow.

23
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He must first determine if the departure has substantial authori-

tative support.1 If he concludes that it does, and he is willing to

accept the sole responsibility for employing a procedure which his pri-

mary professional organization has seen fit to reject, he may render an

unqualified opinion in the auditor's report and disclose the fact of the

departure and its impact2 either in a separate paragraph in his report

or in a footnote to the financial statements.

If he concludes that the principle does not have substantial authori-

tative support then he must "either qualify his Opinion, disclaim an

Opinion, or give an adverse Opinion as appropriate" (AO). A paradigm

Of the decision process just described is presented in Figure I.

The preceeding discussion indicates that when the management of a

client of a CPA, or CPA firm, chooses to employ an accounting principle

which deviates from a Board Opinion, and the effect of the deviation is

material, the independent auditor theoretically has one of four pos-

sible courses Of action which he may select to follow.

1. He may decide that the departure has substantial authori-

tative support and therefore conclude that it is a generally

accepted accounting principle. In this case he would proceed

to employ the principle, issue an unqualified Opinion,

and disclose the existence of the departure and its

 

1It should be noted here that the Council, in the Special Bulletin,

stated that substantial authoritative support can exist for accounting

principles which differ from Opinions Of the APB (see Appendix l-A, pp.

1h). They also pointed out that any auditor who chooses to adOpt a

principle which deviates from those supported in the Opinions accepts

the sole responsibility for justifying the use of the principle, and

must conclude that the procedure does have substantial authoritative

support before he can employ it (MO).

21f practicable, he must disclose the approximate effect of the

departure upon the financial statements. If it is not practicable to

determine the approximate effect, this fact must be expressly stated.
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client's management)

Selection of accounting proceduns
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disclose the fact of the de-

parture from the Opinion in

his report and present*its

effect, if practicable ; or

disclose the fact of the de—

parture from the Opinion in

a footnote, and present its

effects, if practicable.

 
 

 

a

In those cases where it is not practicable to determine the

approximate effects on the financial statements, this fact should be

expressly stated.

FIGURE I

A Diagram of the Decision Process Confronting the

Auditor Relative to the Accounting Principles

The Client Has Employed in Preparing His

Financial Statements
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effect either in his report or in a footnote to the

financial statements.

2. He may, although he recognizes that the departure

does have a material effect, elect not to disclose

the departure as required.

3. He may exert pressure upon his client and attempt

to persuade the client to employ an alternative pro-

cedure which has the support Of the APB. If the

auditor is successful in this effort the client

would employ a preferred alternative.

h. Where the client's management ignores the recommen-

dations of the auditor and persists in employing a

principle which represents a departure, the auditor

may qualify his Opinion, disclaim an opinion, or give

an adverse Opinion.

For purposes of this study, a major assumption is being made

relative to the four modes of behavior just stated. This assumption is

that the CPAs practicing as independent accountants will not perceive

mode 1, establishing that a material departure has substantial authori-

tative support, as a viable alternative. Although some evidence exists

which would appear to provide strong support for this assumption, data

will be gathered during this investigation which should enable one to

determine the extent of the validity of this assumption.

The reasons for making the assumption that mode 1 is not a prac-

tical alternative, and that therefore, auditors would choose not to

employ it, will be set forth in the succeeding paragraphs. The reader

should take care in recognizing that the contention here is not that

the auditor could not, in fact, find evidence that the departure does

have substantial authoritative support. Rather the view here is that

professional considerations will invariably loom so heavily in the

decision process that, except for very rare cases, the auditor will not
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perceive alternative 1 as existing in the psychological set of alter—

natives from which he believes he may choose.

The primary reason for assuming this position with respect to

alternative 1 is because it is felt here that the independent accountant

would rarely, if ever, as a practical matter, attempt to support an

alternative accounting principle which his primary professional organi-

zation has, in effect, rejected. In stating that a departure has sub-

stantial authoritative support, the auditor is going on record publicly

as having accepted splg_responsibility for the consequences which might

result from the employment of a divergent principle. If problems do

arise (such as a law suit, etc.) the auditor would be in the unenviable

position of having supported a practice which the AICPA thrOugh the

APB has publicly denounced, and the chances of receiving any assistance

(in the form of expert witnesses, etc.) from within the profession

would probably be small. In other words, supporting a departure acts

to isolate the auditor professionally.

The consequences of such an action on the part of the CPA could

be disasterous. It appears that the risks that the auditor assumes

by isolating himself from the support of his main professional organiza-

tion are so great that under almost no circumstances would he elect to

support an accounting principle which represents a material departure

from an APB Opinion. Rather he would choose to employ either alternative

3 or A set forth above, and either attempt to persuade his client to

abandon the departure in favor of one which has the approach of the APB,

or, if he is unsuccessful in this effort, his only other alternative

would be to either qualify, disclaim, or give an adverse Opinion.
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A review Of the literature was undertaken in an attempt to deter-

mine whether there was evidence available which would either tend to

support or reject the contention just stated. This search did not

uncover any evidence either pro or con. Contact was then made with

partners in several CPA firms who have Offices located nationwide.

Each partner was asked if, in his firm's analysis and review of published

financial statements, they compiled statistics which might assist in a

determination of how valid the contention that auditors would resist

stating that principles which represent departures from Opinions have

authoritative support appears to be. Partners of two of these firms

stated that their firms do make Objective efforts to gather this type

of information, but that their firms had not discovered one instance

where the auditor has claimed substantial authoritative support for a

principle which represented a material departure from a Principles

Board Opinion. Such evidence adds strong support in favor of the

assumption being herein discussed.

It might be argued, however, that the preceding evidence cited

indicates that, rather than following alternatives 3 or h, the inde-

pendent accountant may employ alternative 2, i.e., fail to disclose

procedures which represent material departures. The fact that alter-

native 2 results in even greater risks than alternative 1 would suggest

that this possibly is highly unlikely.

Therefore, the conclusion must be that when the auditor is faced

with a situation where management desires to employ an accounting

principle which represents a material departure from an APB Opinion,

the auditor will elect to persuade his client to employ an acceptable
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alternative. If he is successful in this effort he would issue an

unqualified Opinion. However, if his client chose to ignore his

recommendations, and persisted in employing the departure, the auditor

would qualify, disclaim, or give an adverse Opinion in his auditor's

report. In a practical sense, these alternatives are viewed here as

the only two modes of behavior that are Open to the independent CPA

when he is dealing with material departures from Board Opinions.

2.2 A Situation of "Forced Compliance"3

The interesting aspect of the discussion above is that whether or

not the individual CPA agrees with the position taken by the APB in

one of its Opinions, the risk of not complying with the pronouncement

is sufficient to force the CPA to follow the dictates of the Opinion.

In other words, the effect of the October, 196A, Special Bulletin is

to force the auditor to act in one of two ways, either Of which, in a

behavioral sense, indicates support for each and every Opinion issued

by the Board. This occurs regardless of whether the auditor believes

that the position taken by the APB is appropriate or not. Thus, for

those individuals who, at the time the APB issues an Opinion, had an

unfavorable attitude toward the procedure(s) selected by the Board

as preferable, the fact that in carrying out his professional duties the

auditor is forced to choose between two alternative modes of behavior,

either of which implies support for the APB position, places this person

in a dilemma. On the one hand he believes that one procedure is most

appropriate, but on the other hand, in terms of his overt behavior, he

 

3
This term will be used as short hand notation to describe the

situation where the auditor publicly complies with the APB Opinion

without private acceptance of that position (11:85).
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must behave so as to support another procedure. Such a situation implies

that the auditor is in a state Of imbalance. His attitude toward the

procedure and his behavior relative to it are in conflict. He believes

one thing, yet he must behave in a manner which contradicts these

beliefs.

2.3 Review of the Literature Relative to Paychological Conflict

It will be recalled that the primary focus of this research effort

will be upon those individuals from among the members of the AICPA who

are practicing as independent certified public accountants and whose

attitudes and beliefs about a particular accounting principle are in

Opposition to the position taken by the APB at the time of the release

of its Opinion.

As was indicated in the previous section of this chapter, a situa-

tion Of conflict will exist for these CPAs. Although they favor one

procedure, their behavior must be counter-attitudinal, since they are

"forced" to behave in a manner which supports, what is for them, an

unattractive accounting principle.

For purposes of developing the theoretical structure of this study,

it seemed most appropriate to review the psychological literature which

relates to situations of conflict under conditions Of "forced compli-

ance".’

In recent years, a substantial amount of literature has been

written relative to the existence Of conflict between what an individual

knows or believes in and what he does. (That portion of the literature

which the author deems as most relevant to this study is presented in

the bibliography.) Several theories have been develOped in an attempt
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to gain an understanding Of this type of conflict situation and the

consequences that ensue from it. They usually appear under the labels

of balance theory (19), congruity theory (29), consistency theory (28),

cognitive dissonance theory (11), incentive theory (3A), and reactance

theory (6). These theories vary in many respects, particularly with

respect to the extent to which the concepts employed in constructing

the theories have been operationally defined. Some Of the theories

employ concepts and constructs which are so abstract as to make appli-

cation Of these theories to the real world very difficult. After evalu-

ating the various theories cited above, in an attempt to determine

which one seemed to present the best explanation for the situation at

hand, and therefore would probably promote the best theoretical guidance

for a study under the conditions postulated above, it was concluded

that Leon Festinger's theory of cognitive dissonance (11, 12) would be

the most fruitful.

2.h A Summary of the Theory of Cognitive Dissonance

Psychological literature relative to conflict emphasizes that the

individual strives for consistency within himself. In the situation

under study, we have postulated that there exists a state in incon-

sistency between beliefs and overt behavior. Where the auditor has a

favorable attitude toward an accounting principle which represents a

material departure from an APB Opinion his behavior will be belief

discrepent in that he will behave in a manner which supports the APB's

position. Theorists have postulated that under circumstances where

this type Of inconsistency is present, the individual experiences

discomfort (11:2). In the face of this discomfort a drive mechanism
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is set into motion which works toward reducing this psychological

discomfort. Research based on these postulations have provided sub-

stantial support for the theory (12).

Because Of the logical connotation inherent in the word inconsis-

tency, Festinger has chosen to replace it by the term dissonance. Like-

wise, he replaces consistency with consonance.

Festinger sets forth the following formal definitions in establish-

ing the framework of his theory of cognitive dissonance.

l. (Cognitions are) any knowledge, opinion, or belief about

the environment, about oneself, or about one's behavior

(11:3).

2. Two (cognitions) are in a dissonant relation if, consider—

ing these two alone, the obverse of one element would fol-

low fromLl the other. To state it a bit more formally

x and y are dissonant if not x follows from y (11:13).

3. If, considering a pair Of (cognitions), either one does

follow from the other, then the relation between them is

consonant (11:15).

h. ...under circumstances where one cognitive element

implies nothing at all concerning some other (cognition),

these two elements are irrelevant to one another (11:11).

To illustrate the above definitions, assume that an auditor is

confronted with a situation where a client desires to employ an account-

ing procedure which represents a departure from APB Opinions and that

the auditor is favorably disposed toward this same procedure. The

auditor's cognition that he favors the procedure which represents a

h

The term "follow from" as it is employed here is used not so

much to imply causation as it is logical derivation. Festinger is not

saying that a certain attitudinal posture would cause a certain behav-

ior, but rather that if we observe a person who possesses a certain

attitude (favorable or unfavorable) toward an accounting principle we

would logically expect his overt behavior relative to the principle

to reflect this attitudinal stance.
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departure is dissonant with the cognition that the APB views this

procedure as unacceptable. On the other hand, if the client had chosen

to employ a procedure which the APB supported in its Opinions and the

auditor was favorably disposed toward this procedure, the auditor's

cognition that this procedure is favorable to other procedures is

consonant with the cognition that the APB also views this alternative

as preferable to others. The cognition that the auditor likes blonds

is irrelevant to the cognition that he favors a certain accounting

principle.

With the above definitions established, Festinger sets forth the

substance of the theory of cognitive dissonance as follows:

1. There may exist dissonant or "nonfitting" relations among

cognitive elements (11:31).

2. The existence of dissonance gives rise to pressures to

reduce the dissonance and to avoid increases in dissonance

(11:31).

3. Manifestations of the Operation of these pressures include

behavior change, changes of cognitions, and circumspect

exposure to new information and new Opinions (11:31).

Festinger summarizes the basic hypotheses Of his theory in the

following manner: "The existence of dissonance, being psychologically

uncomfortable, will motivate the person to try to reduce the dissonance

and achieve consonance" (11:3). ''...the magnitude of the dissonance

will be a function of the importance of the (cognitions). The more

these (cognitive) elements are important to, or valued by the person,

the greater will be the magnitude of a dissonant relation between them"

(11:16). Therefore, the greater will be the pressure to reduce the

dissonance.
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2.5 Application of the Theory of Cognitive Dissonance to the Framework

of This Study

At the time an Opinion is released by the APB, the individual can

possess a favorable or unfavorable attitude toward the accounting prin-

ciple the Board recommends. For the individual who maintains a favor-

able attitude, the relative cognitive elements are consonant. He be-

lieves that the advocated procedure is preferable and his overt behavior

(in terms Of behavioral modes 3 and h set forth above) will reflect a

positive stance. Thus we would expect that the issuance of an Opinion

by the APB would probably act to reinforce the attitude Of the individual

toward the principle in question and to therefore make the consonance

even stronger.

Concerning the individual who possesses an unfavorable attitude

toward the principle selected as appropriate by the Principles Board in

its Opinion, there would be a dissonant relationship produced in this

individual at the time the Board releases the Opinion. The dissonance

exists because cognitions Of his attitude being unfavorable conflict

with his overt behavior which, we postulated earlier, must be in con-

formance with the Opinion. Figure II illustrates the consonance-

dissonance relationship between the auditor's attitude toward the

accounting principle in question and the overt behavior (adOption or

rejection) demanded by the APB.

The paradigm illustrates that the Opinion will advocate the use of

some alternative(s) and reject others as undesirable. Thus the inde-

pendent accountant could conceivably experience consonance or

dissonance with respect to the alternative(s) rejected and experience
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Behavior Required by the APB Opinion

Relative to the Accounting Prin-

ciple Which is the Subject

CPA's of the Opinion

Prior

Attitude

Toward the

Accounting Principle

Which is the Subject

Of the Opinion

Nonuse (-) Use (+)

 

Unfavorable (-)

Favorable (+)

Consonance

(-.-)

t

II

Dissonance

(‘9+)

Y
 

 
III A

Dissonance

(+s‘)

 

Iv I

Consonance

(+,+)

 

The arrows indicate that the psychological pressure will operate

to force an individual out Of a dissonant state into a consonant

Presumably this move from dissonance to consonance is

accomplished through adjustment of the individual CPA's attitude

Note:

state.

toward the principle in question.

Source: (32: Chapter 10).

FIGURE II

Four Dissonant-Consonant Relationships Arising as a Result

of the Interaction of a CPA's Prior Attitude Toward an

Accounting Principle and Overt Behavior Reqpired by

the APB as a Result of the Release of an APB Opinion
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consonance or dissonance with respect to the alternative(s) that is

(are) advocated (adopted) by the Board. To illustrate this, take

quadrant III as an example. This quadrant indicates that at the time the

APB issued an Opinion which rejected the use Of a particular accounting

principle, the individual in question had a favorable attitude toward

this same principle. The cognitions of his attitude toward the prin-

ciple and the cognitions of his overt behavior relative to this prin-

ciple will be dissonant. This dissonance will produce pressure to

increase consonance and reduce the dissonance. As indicated by the

arrow, the result of this pressure will cause an attitude change in the

individual relative to the accounting principle under discussion. The

individual will introduce cognitions into his system which cause his

attitude to become unfavorable toward the principle and as this process

is carried forward cognitions of attitude and behavior will become more

consonant.

According to the theory, the dissonance experienced, in and Of

itself, will cause the individual to develop a drive toward its reduc-

tion. Festinger points out that the strength of this drive will be a

function of the amount of dissonance (11:18), which, in turn, is a

function of the importance of the cognitive elements which are dis-

sonant (11:90).

It is assumed here that the drive for dissonance reduction in the

situation under examination will be strong. The reasons for this

assumption are that: 1, The cognitive elements which are dissonant

(attitude and overt behavior) relate to the CPAs professional life,

and 2, the professional activities are a very important segment of the
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professional man's life. It is by way of his professional activities

that he earns his livelihood and anything that has an impact on how he

carries out these activities is going to have important implications

for him in his professionallife style. It would therefore be expected

that the elements which are dissonant are very important to the CPA

and, as a result, the dissonance experienced would be relatively large

and the drive to reduce it would be commensurately strong.

Festinger states that in situations of forced compliance, with the

dissonance thus established, the individual may reduce it in the

following ways:

1. Subsequent change Of private Opinion (attitude) to make

it consonant with the overt behavior (11:97).

2. Magnification of the punishment (avoided) to increase

the consonance with the overt compliant behavior (11:97).

2.6 Attitude Change and Dissonance Reduction

The first method of dissonance reduction suggests attitude change

as a means of achieving consonance among cognitions. This can be accom-

plished by decreasing the number of dissonant relations and/or by

increasing the number of consonant relations (11:9h).

The individual may change his attitude and thus reduce dissonance

by systematically re—evaluating the qualitative aspects of the principle

involved and by re—assessing the relative merits of the specific pros

and cons in an ex-post fashion. In this process he would elevate those

qualitative aspects that would make his cognitions about beliefs and

behavior more consonant and suppress those aspects that would result

in increased dissonance.-
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Such an approach relies on the prior knowledge the individual has

accumulated relative to the principle under question. Recent research

has shown that this method of dissonance reduction can be very impor-

tant (12:h2-h3). Indications are that the individual who possesses the

greater prior knowledge will have more information available with which

he can introduce cognitions which will result in attitude change and

thus reduce dissonance. There is evidence available which also indi-

cates that this individual will realize more rapid dissonance reduction

through attitude change than will the individual who does not possess

as much prior knowledge.

Another means Of achieving this attitude change, and hence, dis-

sonance reduction, by the means of introducing cognitions is to seek

out new information sources (where prior knowledge does not provide a

basis for introducing enough cognitions to produce the attitude change).

Attitude change here can be achieved by seeking out information sources,

both interpersonal and mass media," which are favorable toward the

Board's position in its pronouncement. In this manner, positive cogni-

tions are introduced into the cognitive structure. The greater the

number Of positive elements that are introduced the more one's Opinion

changes, and therefore, the smaller will be the dissonance felt.

2.6.1 Type of Information Sources and Dissonance Reduction

Research somewhat related to dissonance reduction through attitude

change (31, 32) provides indications that those who rely most heavily

 

Interpersonal communication is defined as direct face-to-face

exchange between individuals. Mass media communication sources would

include sources such as technical journals, books, newspapers, etc.
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on mass media communication sources in the early stages of the process

Of dissonance reduction will experience the greatest amount of attitude

change, and this change will occur more rapidly than for those who

rely on interpersonal communication sources.

Closely allied but conceptually distinct from the interpersonal-

mass media dichotomy of information sources are the concepts of

cosmopoliteness-localiteness of information sources. A cosmopolite

information source is one which is external to a particular social

system while a localite information source is contained with the

system (31:102).

Research reported by Rogers (31:102) indicates that individuals

who rely primarily upon cosmOpolite information sources may experience

a more rapid and greater absolute alteration in their attitudes while

those who employ localite sources will probably require a longer time

period in which to reduce the dissonance by changing their attitudes.

2.6.2 Personality Types,_Dempgraphic Variables, and Dissonance

Reduction

Aside from classifying information sources according to the

cosmOpolite—localite dichotomy, one can also classify individuals

according to this scheme. A cosmOpolite person can be defined as one

who has a substantial orientation external to his immediate social

system. He frequently attends national and regional professional

association meetings where he develops acquaintances with peOple from

outside his immediate social environment. On the other hand, the

localite person does little traveling and has very few contacts with

professional peOple outside his immediate social system.
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Research reported in Rogers (31: various) indicates the cosmOpo-

lite person will achieve a greater amount of attitude change in a

shorter period of time than will the localite individual. Indications

are that the cosmopolite individual encounters more sophisticated in-

formation sources and thus is exposed to arguments which provide him

with a basis for internalizing stronger positive cognitions than is the

localite person.

Other research efforts have met with mixed success in attempting

to employ demographic variables (such as age, education level, income

level, hierarchical position, type Of firm that employs the individual,

size of firm which employs him, number of years the individual has

held a CPA certificate, etc.) as means Of explaining the variance in

the extent of attitude change between individuals. To a limited extent,

some Of these variables will be studied in this research project.

2.6.3 Time and Dissonance Reduction

Thus far, the implication has been that, for those individuals for

whom the APB's position in its Opinion is counter-attitudinal, cognitive

dissonance will come into existence at the time an Opinion is released.

This is the conclusion that would be demanded by Festinger's original

exposition (ll) of cognitive dissonance theory. However, recent re-

search which has been carried out under Festinger's direction (12zh2),

indicates that disonnance may not appear until the CPA has to actually

employ the accounting procedure which is advocated in the Opinion.

Thus, the drive for dissonance reduction through attitude change may not

occur until some time after the Opinion is released. One would there—

fore expect, On the basis of this evidence, that since the employment
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of the prescribed accounting alternative will probably take place over

time (increasing employment as time passes) then it is likely that dis-

sonance will be experienced and thus attitudes will change over time and

not immediately after the Opinion is released.

2.7 Magnification of Punishment Avoided and Dissonance Reduction

The second method Of reducing dissonance as set forth above, that

of magnifying the punishment avoided, is less apparent and appears to

be somewhat less efficient than attitude change.

Under this approach, the individual experiences no change in atti-

tude. If he had an unfavorable opinion toward the particular accounting

procedure before the APB Opinion was released, even though the APB

now comes out in favor of this procedure, the individual's unfavorable

attitudinal position is maintained after the Opinion's release. Rather,

this individual introduces consonant elements into his cognitive struc-

ture by reasoning that the punishment avoided by complying with the APB

Opinion is well worth the compliance. In doing this he is increasing

the number of consonant relations between cognitions of overt behavior

and cognitions of the punishment avoided. The greater the amount of

these positive cognitions, the less strong is the dissonant relationship

between the cognitions of attitude and behavior. This approach of

dissonance reduction under situations of forced compliance therefore

postulates that the positive cognitions will substantially swamp the

dissonant cognitions.

Although the major emphasis toward dissonance reduction in this

study will be toward attitude change, (in the belief that magnification

of punishment avoided will occur in very few, if any, cases)
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measurements will be taken in order to determine to what extent indi-

viduals do magnify the punishment avoided as a means Of reducing

dissonance.

2.8 Further Considerations

Before setting forth the specific hypotheses being examined through

this study some further considerations about attitude change should be

explored.

When this study was originally envisioned it was anticipated that

the APB Opinion which would serve as the intervening variable would

address itself to several accounting alternatives which were available

to account for some specific financial information. It was further

expected that from among this group of alternatives some would be sup-

ported in the Opinion as apprOpriate for practice while others would be

viewed by the Board as inapprOpriate under any circumstance and would

effectively be eliminated from practice by the APB. Essentially then,

the primary purpose of this investigation was to determine how the CPAs

reacted to the elimination of certain accounting procedures from prac-

tice. In other words, did those CPAs who favored the application of

procedures which the APB subseqeuently eliminated from practice through

an Opinion change their attitude in such a way as to view these elimi-

nated alternatives with less favor? Further, the question of how those

individuals who were unfavorable toward the procedures would react when

the APB subsequently issued the Opinion eliminating them was to be

explored.

As was indicated earlier the APB Opinion which was eventually

released by the Principles Board and served as the basis for this study
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was APB Opinion No. 16, Business Combinations. As it turned out, this

Opinion did not eliminate any accounting procedures from practice.

Rather the effect of the Opinion was to drastically curtail the appli-

cation Of the pooling of interests method of accounting for business

combinations, but not to eliminate it. The Opinion established that

only when twelve rather restrictive conditions were met could pooling

of interests accounting be employed.

Up to the time of the release of Opinion NO. 16, pooling of inter-

ests accounting was employed in the large majority of cases to account

for business firms who had combined their activities. Thus the effect

of the Opinion will be to drastically reduce the number Of combinations

which will be accounted for employing pooling of interests and substi-

tute in place of the pooling method the purchase method of accounting

for these effects. '

Because of the nature of the Opinion studied then, it was expected

that those who favored the use Of the pooling method over the purchase

method prior to the release of the Opinion would not, subsequent to

the release Of the Opinion, become unfavorable toward this procedure

since it was not in fact eliminated from practice by the Opinion. Rather,

since the use Of the pooling procedure was only curtailed it would be

expected that those who favored its application prior to the release

Of the Opinion would be less favorably disposed toward its use after

the Opinion's release. In turn, it was expected that those CPAs whose

prior attitudes were unfavorable toward pooling would not experience

reinforcement in these prior attitudes upon the release of the Opinion

since pooling was not eliminated from practice. Instead, since the

Opinion established that in certain restricted situations pooling was
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to be employed instead of the purchase method, it would be expected

that those individuals who had unfavorable attitudes toward pooling

would develop le§§_unfavorable attitudes toward this procedure. In

other words, their attitudes would probably still remain unfavorable

towards pooling after the release Of the Opinion, but would be signi-

ficantly less strongly unfavorable.

2.9 Hypptheses

Based on the evidence presented relative to those CPAs who work

in public accounting, one is able to generate several hypotheses which,

when tested, should provide the answer to the primary question of con-

cern in this study: To what extent is the APB, through its Opinions,

successful in changing attitudes and beliefs among the membership Of

the AICPA?

Additional hypotheses are presented which, when tested, should

provide some knowledge of the process Of attitude change and the factors

instrumental to this process.

A. Relative to those CPAs whose attitudes are unfavorable toward
 

pooling of interests prior to the release of any formal pronouncement

of the APB on the subject, the following hypothesis is set forth:5

Al: Those subjects whose Pre—Opinion attitudes were unfavor-

able toward the pooling Of interests method will exper-

ience a favorable change in attitudes after Opinion NO.

16 is released and these changes will be significant.

 

SThese hypotheses as stated here represent predictions based on

the a priori model. The null form of these hypotheses were employed

in carrying out the statistical tests described in Chapter IV.
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Relative to those practitioners who, prior to the release of

a pronouncement, maintained a favorable attitude toward pooling Of

interests, the following hypothesis will be tested:

B1:

C0

Those subjects whose Pre-Opinion attitudes were favor-

able toward the pooling Of interests method will exper-

ience unfavorable change in attitudes after Opinion NO.

16 is released and these changes will be significant.

If significant changes in attitudes are observed, the following

hypotheses will be tested in an attempt to isolate some of the variables

which might assist in understanding this phenomenon of attitude change.

C1:

C2:

C3:

Ch:

05:

C6:

Attitude change will be positively re%ated to the

tance Of the issue to the respondent.

Attitude change will be positively related to the

impor-

amount

of knowledge the respondents possess about the technical

issues underlying the controversy surrounding the use

of pooling Of interests or purchase accounting prior to

the release of any pronouncement.

Attitude change will be positively related to the

politeness Of the respondents.

Attitude change will be positively related to the

of mass media information sources employed by the

dents. A

Attitude change will be positively related to the

politeness Of the information sources employed by

respondents.

Attitude change will be positively related to the

of formal education possessed by the respondents.

 

cosmo-

amount

respon—

cosmo-

the

amount

6In other words, those respondents who believe that it is important

that the APB issue a pronouncement in an attempt to reduce the contro-

versy relating to the use Of pooling Of interests will experience a

greater attitude change after the release of the pronouncement than will

those subjects who attach less importance to the settling Of this issue.
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C8:

C9:

C10:

A6

Attitude change will be negatively related to the hier-

archical positions Of the respondents.

Attitude change will be negatively related to the age of

the respondents.

Attitude change will be positively related to the size

of the CPA firms who employ the respondents.

Attitude change will be negatively related to the number

Of years the respondents have held a CPA Certificate.

These hypotheses will be tested employing primarily the statistical

procedures described in Siegel (37: various).



CHAPTER III

THE RESEARCH DESIGN

3.1 The Basic Research Design

The basic design of this research study is a "before-after experi-

ment." It is described as "before-after" because measurements of the

dependent variable, attitude, were taken both before the intervening

variable (APB Opinion No. 16) was introduced and after it was intro-

duced. It is called an "experiment" because the Pre-Opinion attitude

measurement served as the control measure for each individual included

in the sample.

The subjects Of the reserach project consisted of a random sample

of individuals selected from the population chosen to be the Object

of the study. The data employed in carrying forth the investigation

were secured from the sample subjects via means Of mailed questionnaires.

The data collected were utilized to test the hypotheses set forth in

the previous chapter. These tests were carried out employing, primarily,

appropriate nonparametric statistical techniques.

3.2 Sample Selection Procedure

The population which was selected to serve as the subjects for this

investigation were the members Of the American Institute Of Certified

Public Accountants who were practicing as independent certified public

accountants. At the time of the initiation Of this project, the AICPA

AT
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had a total membership Of approximately 6h,000 individuals. Of this

number 39,893 were practicing as independent CPAs, while the remainder

were employed in industrial accounting. Of the 39,893 practicing

accountants, 7,791 were individual practitioners. This latter group

was deleted from the population because of the usual nature of their

practice. Individual practitioners rarely perform audits and issue

Opinions on an organization's financial statements. Thus, APB Opinions

are likely to have little bearing upon the professional activities of

these individual practitioners.

Deletion Of the individual practitioners left 32,102 potential

subjects in the population. From this group, a sample Of 1,000 subjects

was randomly selected to serve as the basis for gathering the data

needed to carry this study to fruition.

3.3 Data Collection Procedure

Mailed questionnaires were utilized as the means for securing the

data needed to test the hypotheses set forth in this research project.

Copies of the four questionnaires sent to the sample subjects at

varknm time intervals (as described later) throughout the course of

the study are contained in Appendix 3-A to this Chapter. The four

questionnaires utilized are identified as follows:

The Pre-Opinion Questionnaire

The Post-Exposure Draft Opinion Questionnaire

The Questionnaire to Test for Sensitizing of Respondents

in the Main Sample

The Post-Formal Opinion Questionnaire
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Figure III below is a representation Of the respondent groups

circularized and sets forth the points in time when measures were taken

on each of these groups.

Measures Taken

Immediate Six Months

Post-Formal Subsequent to the

 

 

Pre-Opinion Post-Exposure Opinion Initial Post-Formal

Measures Draft Measures Measures Opinion Measures

/er,I Ml

RI M\’r1,2 M2

r1,3 M3

R2 M1

FIGURE III

Respondent Groups Circularized in the Study_and

Measures Taken on Each of These Groups

As Figure III indicates, a random sample (R1) Of individuals was

taken from the population of 32,102 practicing CPAs. This sample con-

sisted Of 1,000 individuals. Indications were received by late 1969

that the APB was likely to release a formal Opinion or expose a tenta-

tive Opinion on the subject of business combinations early in 1970.

Since the design of the experiment called for examining the effect of

Opinions upon CPAs, (particularly the impact of Opinions upon the

CPAs' attitudes toward the accounting procedure which was the subject

of the Opinion) measures of certain variables had to be obtained prior

to the release of any such Opinion. Therefore, the Pre-Opinion Ques-

tionnaire (see Appendix 3-A) was circularized among the sample subjects

(R1) in December, 1969, and January, 1970, and measure M was secured
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at that time. Measure M then represents the data secured on certain

variables (particularly attitudes toward pooling of interests account-

ing) prior to the release Of any pronouncements on the subject of busi-

ness combinations by the APB.

A total of A12 responses were secured from this circularization

and a second request which followed it. Of these A12 responses, 37A

were usuable while 38 had to be discarded, primarily because the respon-

dents failed to complete the portion of the questionnaire containing

the attitude scale statements.

The 37A individuals who responded to the Pre-Opinion Questionnaire

were then stratified according to the attitudinal measures secured via

that questionnaire. These respondents were then assigned on a random

) in proportionbasis to three separate test groups (r1 1; r 2; and r

O 9
l 1,3

to the number of individuals contained in each stratum of the total

group, and in a manner such that the three test groups consisted Of the

following number of individuals:

r19l = 1861

11,2 = 91‘

r1,3 = ~29-

W grass: = m

It was anticipated that this assignment process would produce three

test groups whose attitudinal parameters would be equal to each other

 

1For a discussion of the reasons for the assignment of a differing

number of subjects to each response group see Chapter IV, p. 83.
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and equal to the parameters Of the total group who responded to the

Pre—Opinion Questionnaire.

In order to insure that, in fact, each of the three test groups

(r 2; and r ) were equal to each other and equal to the total

’

' r

1,1’ l 1,3

response group (37A out Of R1) in terms of the attitudinal measures,

(i.e., that there were no significant differences between the groups on

measures of central tendency, dispersion, skewness, etc.), Kolmogorov-

Smirnov two—sample tests were run comparing each group to each of the

remaining groups. The hypothesis being tested was that there were no

differences in the distributions of attitude scores between the four

groups. Employing a two-tailed test, at a significance level of .05,

the stated hypothesis could not be rejected for any Of the tests.2

Thus it was concluded that the three test groups were, in fact, equal to

each other and equal to the total initial response group when compared

on the basis of attitude measures.

The purpose for establishing three test groups out of the initial

response group was to try to insure the highest possible response rate

to the questionnaire which would be circularized in later phases of the

study. Since attitudes, and the changes therein, were being treated as

the dependent variable in this investigation, it was necessary to gather

 

2The actual test statistics generated in the analysis ranged

between .83 and .9A. Thus one can conclude that if the null hypotheses

that the groups are equal were rejected, one would be rejecting a true

hypothesis from 83 to 9A per cent of the time.
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information on this variable at three points in time3 subsequent to the

point when data were secured from the initial (Pre-Opinion) response

group (R1). This was necessary in order to secure information about

how the various publications affected attitudes over time.

Of course, if one had taken the initial respondents (37A) and

attempted to elicit additional responses from them at three future points

in time, it could be expected that the response rate on each successive

questionnaire would rapidly deteriorate. TO circumvent this problem

then, the original respondents out of the R sample were divided into

1

the three test groups (r1 1; r ) and a separate test group

9

1,2; and r1,3

was employed to secure the necessary data at each of the three points

in time as indicated in Figure III.

The individuals who responded to the Pre-Opinion Questionnaire

were also employed in the later phases Of the data collection because

involved in this research effort was an attempt to isolate and ascertain

the impact of some of the variables which appear to play a role in

determining the extent and rapidity of any attitude change. In order to

secure information pertinent to this aspect Of the study, it was neces-

sary to know whether a subject's attitude prior to the release of any

pronouncement by the APB was favorable or unfavorable toward the parti-

cular accounting principle under investigation, (pooling of interests

 

3The three points in time subsequent to the taking of the initial

Pre-Opinion measures were as follows:

1. Subsequent to the publication Of an Exposure Draft Opinion

which occurred in February, 1970.

2. Subsequent to the publication of a Formal Opinion which

occurred in August, 1970.

3. Six months subsequent to the measures taken in 2.
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in this case) and then to examine how his attitude changed subsequent

to the release of the pronouncement and compare the extent of this

change with measurements taken on other variables.

In summary then, the following schedule indicates the samples

which were circularized in the study, their sizes, the number of usable

responses Obtained, and the times when the circularizations took place.

Time at Which

Questionnaires Were

   

Samples Sample Number of Usable Circularized and Data

Circularized Size Responses from Sapple Was Gathered

R1 1000 37A December, 1969 -

January, 1970

r 186 123 May-June, 1970
1,1

r1 2 9A 65 September —

’ October, 1970

n *
r1,3 9A

a

As will be explained in the following Chapter the need for gather-

ing the data from circularization Of test group r1 3 was negated because

9

of the type of results Obtained from test groups r1 1 and r1 2. Thus,

9 9

questionnairEs were never sent to group r1 3.

9

FIGURE IV

Information on Respondent Groups Circularized in the Study

Figure III indicates that an additional independent random sample

(R2) was employed in the study to secure data subsequent to the release

of the Exposure Draft Opinion by the Principles Board. The purpose

served by this sample will now be explained.

Because the experimental design calls for measurements On indi-

viduals both before and after the release Of a publication, the
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possibility exists that the "before" measurement may have sensitized

peOple with respect to the accounting principle which was the subject

of the publication, and this sensitization thus could have had an

impact on the amount of attitude change experienced by those individuals

upon the release of the various pronouncements. This sensitization

could have had either one Of two effects. It could have caused people

to experience a greater attitude change than they would have had had

no "before" measures been taken, or the sensitization could have Oper-

ated to reduce the amount of attitude change.

To determine whether sensitization had apparently occurred and,

if so, what effects it was producing on attitude change, a second inde-

pendent random sample (R2) of 100 subjects was drawn from the population.

The individuals contained within this sample were mailed a questionnaire

subsequent to the release of the Exposure Draft Opinion by the APB and

measurement M1 was secured. Fifty-one usable responses were obtained

from this mailing. The data gathered from this sample of individuals

(who had received no previous questionnaires) were then compared to

the data gathered from group r (a group who had received a Pre-
1,1

Opinion Questionnaire) to determine whether the two groups differed

significantly in terms of measures Of their attitudes. The null hypo-

thesis tested was that the two groups were equal. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov

two-sample test indicated that the hypothesis could not be rejected

at the .05 level of significance.h Therefore, it was concluded that

the administration Of the Pre-Opinion Questionnaire to the respondents

 

1‘The test statistic generated in the analysis was .31. Thus it

could be concluded that if the null hypothesis that the groups are

equal were rejected, one would be rejecting a true hypothesis 31 per

cent of the time.
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did not significantly sensitize these individuals to the subject Of

pooling Of interests.

3.A The Questionnaires
 

COpies of the four questionnaires employed in the data gathering

phase of this study are presented in Appendix 3-A of this Chapter.

The object of the ensuing discussion is to present a description Of the

purpose of each section of the questionnaire and the measurement techni-

ques which were employed in developing each section.

3.A.l Part I — The Attitude Scale

The primary measurement device which was employed in the question-

naires was an attitude scale developed using the method of successive

intervals (categories). For a good summary description of this method

see Guilford (17:A57-A58). A more detailed description is contained

in Chapter 10 of the same book.

This scaling technique produces an interval scale on which one

can measure attitudes with respect to the particular psychological

concept under question. In the present study the psychological concept

under investigation was pooling of interests accounting.

The process of develOping the attitude scale proceeded as follows.

First a point outline Of APB Opinion NO. 16 was secured when it was in

the later stages of its develOpment. This outline indicated the

probable content and thrust of the Opinion. Based on this information

(as well as journal articles, research studies, etc., relating to

pooling of interests accounting) a large number (98) of simple state-

ments about the accounting principle treated in the Opinion were
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prepared. A group Of 33 judges were then asked to take these statements

and separate them on 11 cared lettered A through K. They were instruct-

ed that those statements which were to be placed on card A were the ones

they judged to indicate the most unfavorable sentiments toward the

accounting principle in question. Statements which seemed to express

the most favorable sentiments toward the principle were to be placed

on card K. The middle, or card F, was described as the "neutral" card

on which statements that expressed neither favorable or unfavorable

sentiments were to be placed. Varying degrees of increasing favorable-

ness indicated by the statements were represented by cards G to K and

varying degrees of unfavorableness by cards F to A.

Using the data thus Obtained from the judges, the frequencies and

proportions Of the statements falling in each of the 11 categories were

determined. From the cumulative proportion distributions determined

for the set of statements, the width of the intervals making up the

psychological continuum was calculated. With the psychological

continuum thus determined, one could project each of the cumulative dis—

tributions (for each statement) on the continuum. The scale values of

the statements were then taken as the medians Of the corresponding

cumulative pr0portion distributions on this continuum.

Measures of dispersions about the median were calculated in order

to determine the extent of agreement among the judges who have performed

the ranking. A large value for the dispersion factor indicated that

the statement was probably being interpreted in several different ways,

and was therefore ambiguous and should be discarded.

Additional statistical tests were carried out in testing the

internal consistency (and determining the significance of any
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inconsistency) Of the attitude scale. These tests are described in

Guilford (17:230—232). Essentially, these tests provided a means for

determining whether certain assumptions upon which the process of cal-

culating the scale values of the statements are based have apparently

been satisfied. Chief among these is the assumption that the responses

of the 33 judges to the attitude statements were normally distributed

for each statement when they are projected on the unknown psychological

continuum. The results of the internal consistency test showed strong

support for this assumption of normality.

This method Of scale construction has been widely employed (9, 17).

Strong evidence exists that the attitudes of the judges toward the

pscyhological concept being scaled do not effect their judgments as to

the degree of favorableness or unfavorableness contained in a particular

statement. Also, substantial evidence exists which indicates that

scales develOped using this method of construction correlate very highly

(on the order of .98 or .99) with scales developed using the strongest

scaling procedure, the method of paired comparisons.

In terms Of temporal factors, studies have shown that a set Of

statements scaled at points in time as far apart as 18 years had a

correlation of .99 (17:132).

From the statements employed to develop the attitude scale, 1A

were selected to be included in the Pre-Opinion Questionnaire to com-

prise the instrument by which the respondents attitude was measured.

The statements included were approximately equally dispersed over the

range of the scale and were presented in random order on the question-

naire. The statements selected were the ones with the lowest possible
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dispersion about the scale value. If a choice was to be made among

several statements with approximately the same scale value, preference

was given to the one with the lowest dispersion, that is, the one

believed to be the least ambiguous.

The respondent was asked to indicate on the questionnaire those

three statements with which he most agreed. Taking the statements with

which the respondent had agreed, an attitude score was Obtained by cal-

culating the arithmetic mean of the scale values Of these statements.

For the Post-Exposure Draft and Post-Formal Opinion Questionnaires,

a comparable form Of the attitude scale employed on the Pre-Opinion

Questionnaire was developed by selecting another 1A statements from

the group originally scaled such that the scale values and dispersions

were approximately equal to those included in the Pre-Opinion Question-

naire. Thus the questionnaires administered subsequent to the Pre-

Opinion Questionnaire had the same attitude scale as the first, but the

individual statements comprising the scale were different. This approach

insured that a respondent would not select the same statements on the

succeeding questionnaires that he did on the first questionnaire simply

because he could recall which statements he selected on the first

questionnaire.

3.A.2 Part II - Impertance Of the Issue to the Respondent

One of the hypotheses which was tested in this study states that

the extent of attitude change will be a function of the importance the

respondent attaches to the issues surrounding the accounting principle

under consideration; pooling of interests accounting. It is hypothe-

sized that those individuals who view the controversy surrounding
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pooling Of interests accounting as important will experience a greater

attitude change than those who view it as unimportant. It was neces—

sary to ask only one question in order to secure the data necessary to

test this hypothesis. That question was developed employing a Lickert-

type scale as the means Of measuring the intensity Of the importance

the respondent attaches to the issue. This question was included in the

Pre—Opinion Questionnaire, and appears as item 15 on that questionnaire.

3.A.3 Part III - The Extent to Which the Respondent Views the Alterna-

tive of Establishing that Substantial Authoritative Support

Exists for a Material Departure from APB Opinions as a Viable

Alternative

The theoretical structure of this study rests on the assumption

that the independent CPA will, only in very rare cases, attempt to

establish that a material departure from APB Opinions has substantial

authoritative support. The discussion in Chapter II indicated that

the reason for taking this position is that the auditor would assume

too great a professional risk by supporting an accounting principle

which his primary professional group has seen fit to reject. The

contention here is that the independent accountant would not choose

to isolate himself professionally.

Since it is an assumption, it was necessary to gather data which

would provide a basis for testing the assumption's validity. The data

were gathered employing a set of several belief statements asking the

respondent whether he believes that the average independent CPA would

view the alternative under discussion here as a viable alternative. A

series Of statements was presented to the respondent and he was asked
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to indicate whether he agreed or disagreed with each statement and how

strongly. Here again, a Lickert-type scale was employed, this time to

measure the intensity of the respondents agreement or disagreement with

the statements. Statements 16 through 20 on the Pre-Opinion Question-

naire served as the basis for securing the information which was

employed to ascertain the validity Of the assumption herein discussed.

3.A.A Part IV - Extent Of Prior Knowledge

The study postulates that the respondent's attitude will, in cer-

tain ways, be a function of the prior knowledge he possesses about

pooling of interests accounting. Question 21 of the Pre-Opinion

Questionnaire was employed as the means for establishing the extent of

the respondent's knowledge about pooling of interests accounting

specifically, and accounting for business combinations in general. Part

(a) of the question attempted to establish the level of the respondent's

knowledge and Part (b) provided information which hopefully could be

employed to test the veracity of the response to Part (a).

3.A.5 Part V - Cosmoppliteness of Resppndent

It was hypothesized in this investigation that there would be a

relationship between the cosmOpoliteness Of the respondent and the

amount of attitude change and speed with which his attitude would

change. As indicated earlier, cosmOpoliteness measures the extent to

which an individual's professional orientation is external to his

immediate social and work environment.

Questions 16 through 20 and question 22 on both the Post-Exposure

Draft Questionnaire and the Post-Formal Opinion Questionnaire were
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employed as a basis for measuring the intensity with which each

respondent possessed the attributes Of localiteness or cosmOpoliteness.

3.A.6 Part VI - Characteristics Of Information Sources Emplpyed by

the Respondent
 

Several of the hypotheses set forth in Chapter II postulate a rela-

tionship between the speed and extent of attitude change and the types

of information sources utilized by the respondent in his work activi-

ties. The characteristics of the information sources measured were the

cosmOpoliteness-~10caliteness and mass media-—interpersona1 nature of

the sources.

It will be recalled that a cosmopolite information sources is one

which is external to the individual's immediate social system, while

a localite source is contained within the system. Interpersonal commun-

ication is direct face-to-face exchange while mass media communication

consists of journal articles, books, etc. (i.e., formal media).

The identical set of questions consisting of numbers 21(a) through

2A(b) appearing on both the Post-EXposure Draft Questionnaire and the

Post-Formal Opinion Questionnaire provided the basis for ascertain

the characteristics of the information sources utilized by each respon-

dent.

3.A.7 Part VII - Demographic Information

Although the evidence is far from conclusive, there are some

indications in the research literature that one may be able to make

predictions about the extent and direction of attitude change based on

information relating to demographic variables. The Object of this

section of the questionnaire was to secure the data necessary to
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provide a basis for determining whether a relationship does exist be-

tween the demographic variables and attitude change in the situation

under study.

The identical sets of questions numbered 25 through 30 on both

the Post-EXposure Draft Questionnaire and the Post-Formal Opinion

Questionnaire were utilized to secure information needed for the tests

discussed above.

3.5 Statistical Procedures

The formal mathematics involved in the primary statistical techni-

ques which were utilized to test the hypotheses set forth in this study

are presented in Siegel (37: various). The discussion here is aimed

at setting forth the function which will be served by each of these

statistical procedures.

The Obtained values of sample statistics invariably differ some-

what, and the problem confronting the researcher is to determine whether

the differences among the samples signify genuine pOpulation differences

or whether they represent merely chance variations such as are to be

expected among several samples taken from the same population (37:18A).

In this research project the Kolmogorov-Smirnov two—sample test and the

Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks test will be employed to determine

the extent to which variations among groups in attitude measures repre—

sent real population differences. These tests will enable one to

determine the probability that the Observed differences in attitude

values could have resulted from chance variations among the groups.

The Spearman rank correlation coefficient and the Pearsonian

correlation coefficient measure the degree Of association between two
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(or more) variables in a sample, and the significance Of those associa-

tions in the population from which the sample is drawn.

The Spearman test, as well as the Pearsonian analysis will be

employed in this study to determine whether any association exists be-

tween the dependent variable, attitude, and the various independent

variables which are under examination, and the probability that these

associations represent genuine associations between the variables in

the population.

Where apprOpriate, the contingency coefficient (37:196) will also

be utilized as a basis for measuring the extent of association between

two sets of variables.
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THE PRE-OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE

CPA SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

A eerlatol loom-err statement! or eat lorth hrbtnr f och statement relates to themm at poolqu-ot—lnt-em accounting Wauld you place rod each

Iaterrtant and telnet thou: I)!” mth much you most agree. Indicate whrch three atatememe you have demon try plulng an "X“ on the bunk an lrom ol

the number ldentrlymg each at these atarernente

I. An "authentic" poolqu ol rntr-re-os rarely resulte when I. F lnanclal statement ueore tend to dretruet accountrn. to

too or more lirrne are computed, lormatron bum procedures such as poolrng ol rntereete

tende to dretort such rnlormatron and thereby produce

2. The lack ol objectivity a: ietent in establishing current lnoorrmarabrlrty rn lrnancral statements.

values lor assets mallet Dooltnool-mercste accountrng

attractive tance hretorlal costs are rust Draught lorward. I. To allrnlrlte completely ooolrn'ol-‘rnterects accountm.

mum be to throw out the baby mth the bath water,

3. Pooling ol lrneraete or proper ln accountrng tor pud- elnce, there are come artuatroro ln whrch a true poplar.

na- oomtrlnatrona ln moat croumtancee. o! lntereue take! place.

i. Poollnod-rntereete acmuntlnp tor busine- cornbrna- lO. Decauae ol the potent'ollty lor abu. and docwt'ron

"One should be elrmrnatrd entrrely at an acceptable FUN "om poolmp, it should be elrmtnalql as open-

aooountrno woeedura. tally accepted accountrna procedure.

I. Accountrno practltlonue 'lnd poolrngol-lntereeta ac- ". All ln all, l W“ "l“ lndrtterant ae '0 "9'9"”? account-

countrno to be a theorem-ally aound method at ac- ante uee purcha- or pool-no in account‘rng tor purine.

countlnn tor purine. oomornetione. cornblnatione.

a. ll I no to take a atand, I would ray l raver purchee l2. All Mme:commune are. ln tact. mlln'a rather

accounter ellghtly over pooling tom ettuatrone. than merchant. and should be accounted lot at euch.

7. l helluva that accountants thould take the opportunrty 13. Undo eorne limited circumstancee it be maroovrete to

allorded by a burner: eombmatron to adruet hreroneal account tor bouncer oornbrnetrom try ornploylno the

coats to currmt values. poollnaohnterem concern.

te. Poollno 0' interest: it the only appropriate method at

aocountlno tor butane. combmatlona.

Below lepreeanted a group of atatmm. As you will notice, lollowlng each statement a eerlea ol men more re eat lorth with a word under each. On

och title 00 the page two addmonel words appear, Dnaoree on the Mt side at the page and Mac on the ught.

Fin, I would llte to have you read each etatornent and detarrnlne whether you aoreaor dunno eylth it. ll you 93222! Mth the etatmnt place an "X"

In one of the three macro to the left of the center box. For example. it yOu disagree evenly, then you would place an ”X” lo the mace over the word

“My.“

Ontheother hand. ll you gargant- theetaternent placean "X” lnoneot themtotherlghtol theoenur bx.mWwont~hethor youe'ee

tightly, moderately, or strongly.

It you nelther a'ee nor divorce with the statement. place an ”x" In the center tro- oyer the word ”.nautral"

'boe an “X“ ln only one rpace per etaternent. Please remand to every eteternent.

15. Concidelable controversy surrounds the lnue ol accountlrt' for bualncs oornblnetlone. Do you a'ee that the lance Involved are ac lrnportarrt that

unlete the accounting preteen-on resolves th'n controversy rt could or": earloue consequences?

Dlaepee M'-

raga-mamm‘“mmF‘CEE;Lnmfiw‘finwmw‘nwaw“

1G. The October, ”04. Special Bulletin approwd by the Councll ol the AICPA etatee tM orbatantlal authoritathra proport do: allot lor accOuntln.

ptlnclploe which duller lrom the Opmrona ol the AccOuntmg Princlpltn Board. Would you not... however. that tho: Special Bulletin has had the

eflect ol alrrnrnatrng. to a large artterrt, the uee ol’ acoountrna prrnc‘rplee which repreeent mater’ol departuree lrorn APB Oolnrone?

e

Strongly Moderately Slqhtly Neutral Slrohtly Moderately Strongly

‘1. Am that the chant of a CPA, ln prepnrlnq a eat at llnanclal statements tor publicatlon, employs an accountlno procedure whlch rowan-nt- a

departure lrorn APB Oolnrone. and that the procedure hoe e mater ral unmet on these etaternenta Alamo lurther that the CPA eahdree human

that thle accountrno procedure does have substantral author-tame support, even though lt represents a departure lrorn the APB's stand on no

Oplnlone. Do you agree wrth the rnt-rpretutrOn that the October. 1964, Special Bullerrn lrnplree that, m thre utuatron. l the CPA doc-doe to

lure an unqualrlred oprnlon on these «elements and dleclou the impact ol the departure he accepts cogwpigq and flIerrty tor any

ooneeouencet llooel. proleulonal, etc.) whrch mroht eme re a reeult ol havrng taken thra court 00 actronl

:Aorea 
Strongly I Moderately . 'fiiohtly I Veutral l‘firfif. merely ‘ Strongly

1'. Do you o'ee that to turn. an oprnron about a cat ot llmncial naternente. a CPA would have leer reaervat‘rone abdut hula. an umualrlrod

oplnron, even thowh an accountrno procedure whrch rapretante a “renal departure lrorn APO Oprnrone had been employed in develoorrlo there

 

etatementer

0m : : -E l : : : : wee

Strongly Moderately Slqhtly Neutral Sllohtly Moderately Strongly

(Continued on rever- er‘del
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THE PRE—OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE (Cont'd.)

A CPA la cortlronttet with a eltuation where a cllent hae employed an accountln. procedure In preparlno a eat at (ltwnclal etaternente whlch rapro

note a departure lrom APB Otrtninrn. He has determined that the "non: iul statantente dillar nutter tally lrom what would have berm preerntad had

the APB'e recommended procedure been employ“. the CPA recogniret that according to the requrIetnenta ol the Speclal Bulletin of October.

060, at one alternative, he may dctwnune that the departure has wlnlmfll‘l authoritative euptrurt arel thereby teeue an unuuatrliad opinion, a

but at he drecloeee the (met ol tltr'. tlr'trerture in a (pothole or in a separate paragraph in Me report.

(al Do you agree that by adopting lltre course o( action, the CPA meld be ieolatina himeell lrorn tile primary proleoionat organization. elnce

the APO hae elated in an Opinion that this accounting procedure ie not palatable?

Dl-uea ' 4 : :L l: : : : Agree

Stromly Moderately Slqhtly Neutral Slightly Modcately Stromly

  

(bl Do you area that by Martha thle alternetlye the CPA eutriecte hlrnaell to each a etdsetantlal prol-elonel rldt that he la Italy at to

parcehre the altcnatlye at helm at all acceptable to hlm?

Mae : :__ : :l -1: ; : : A'ea

Strongly Moderately Sllohtly Neutral 8% My 8mm

 

Mmmlollowlnumlomeelndicatedlnthehodycltheoueetiort

Aurora that the APB, in one ol lte Oplnlona, state: that a certain accountlno procedure la unacceptable. A-uma aln that the client ol a CPA

lnaleta on amploylnp thre procedure in prep-rim a set ol llnancial statemente lor puhllatlon. Which ol the lolloyvqu alternatlyce do you thlrtlt

0e CPA la most Italy to resort to under the circumstancae ll tho uee ol the departure lee a materlal lrnpact on the etaternente?

(Place an "X” in front of the ‘ttem you believe la moat likely.)

I. Attempt to eetablleh that "Heowe haa erbstanttal authorltatlw nipped. and on thle haela l-ua an unouemled opinion In the

audltor'e rqeort.

2. Recommend to the client that he wrtploy an AP! accepted alternetltra procedure. and I he relinee. (are an eareree or oualllled

oplnlon. or whhhold an opinlon.

I. lanorethelact that theprocedurwernoloyedrepreeenteedepwturelrommownloreand heearneterblallect onthewetemante.

and lure an unqualified opinion In the auditor'e report.

Illa). Muldyou pleeaeprovldeepereonalaewsmentol theerrtent ot your tnowtedoaconcenlrotlwproaandconeolthatechnicel leuaaundwlylno

the controversy eurroundlrto the uee ol poollno or purcheee ln accounting (or twain. comblnatlone by pteclno an ”X" belore the approprhta learn

Below?

1. Veryetrone (Your knowladoeel the llterature on than leeuaeleeoeetereleetlwt youcouldcltathearpurnanteol epacllleauthora

In eupportol a partlculer posltion on thetaM

2. Strong (Yourknowledoeotthellteratureleeuchthatyouereaewraolallthelaueelnvoleedlnthecontroyerey.hutyou

could not cite oeclllc authors and their ergurnente.)

8. Above” (Youhaverwdrnoaolthellteraturereletlnatothlecontrm.“thereloreJnowrrtedeltl-ear'ernerteapro

andeon.)

4. Average (Youhewreadeorneolthelhemmareldtewnedaemuputbneltlwnundarewwteolahrpm

oleroumenteproandoon.)

l Nuht (Youhewreadetrneolthelhamwerdnhtothbeomhmuewwredodyalewlund-rwmdw

proandcon.)

I: None (You cannot recallhavlnpreedenyol the lltarature eltlchdlecu-edthhoorttroeerey.)

Oependn. on your reoonae in part (al ol thlaoueetlon, would you pleaee clte twoer threaol the publlatlone (tltlaol artlcle. mealpt. etc.)

which you have read which rebta to the contrm eurroundinn poolan and ourcltaee accountlrto?

 

2.

3.
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THE POST—EXPOSURE DRAFT QUESTIONNAIRE

CPA SURVEY OUESTIONNAiRE ll

bar identrlying eech oi those statements

_—--

 

PAR? ll

Not all iititini'ss combinations
rite eechapgo transactions.

TMHOIO, [hurling oi trtlr-rosls shrink] lat‘ lined lrt than

situations where lirrns hove common! but an exchange

transaction hasn't taken place.

Pooling pl interests accouiiti'nrt lot businesa combinations

is chalet-hie to summer accounting; brunet! a tiuoiing oi

interests results in similar values (historical cost less do

preciatrunl being showri lor all thu assets oi the com-

bined entity.

Pooling treatrnnnt in business combinations rmlts in e

eigntlicant understatement oi assist values in the financial

natements.

lt'a dillicult to (ind even one iiiurnal article giving much

erpport to poolingoi-interasts, so how can the prolesaion

continue to give support to this accounting procedure?

Poolingolinterests accounting is a curse upon the pro-

(action.

In the large majority oi mergers and consolidations one 0'

the parties can cl-rly be described as being domrnata and

theralora, can be considered to have purchased the other

l'irmisl involved. Thus, in the large maiority ol cans poplin

is inappropriate.

Me is set (orth lit-trier. Fach statement relates to the concept 0|

which you must agree. lialicute which ttiroo stator-nettle you

Hesse ans-rear the tottowing questions as indicated in the body of each ouestion.

II.

16.

(ll

(bl

(ll

(Ill

00 yt>u recall having seen a set at published linancial state

ments where the auditors, eithrir iii their ratio" or in a (pot-

note. stated that the client had employed an accounting

principle which rctwesented a meter ial departure lrorn an

APB Opinion, but that the auditors stated that they be-

liwed that erbstantial authoritative support airistad tor

the departure. and on this basis they issued an unqualified

opinion?

Yes No

(( your anerrat is yet. would you please indicate the narna

oi the corporation or corporations invohred are! the yearlsl

oovyed by the tinancial statements.

(illearnaol corporationlsl
 

 

(2i Yum)

Are you a member oi any prolesa‘ionril accounting organrra

tionsor minim other than the AICPA? lFor example. The

American Accounting Ame-lilo“, The National Aseoc‘ietinn

oi Accountants, 1 in F inancial E aecutives institute. a etata

society or 09A; etc.)

Yes No

ll your reply to 16 (al is yes, would you please lid these

organlrations in the spaces provided below?

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

17. (al

W0tingotlptereste accounting. Woull you please read each data-

luve chosen by placing an "X" in the blank in (rent ol the num-

Poolingolinterasts acmunt
ing should not be used because

circumstances conducive to its use do not artist.

The rapid growth in the use or pooling in the last ten years

simply eippats the tact that this method is, by let. the be.

means lor accountire) tor business computations

l'd g'era up nty practice before I'd admit that pooling diould

be alanlnnted by the proleaaion.

'oolingol-intarest accounting is easier to implement than

purchase accounting because it doesn't require aubiactiva

east valuations 1 harelore. poolingot-interasta would
be

encouraged.

The pooling concept tut been abused, but there are situa-

tions in which it would appear that mating is an ap

wontiate rnnns lor accountirg tor business combination.

Pooling does have a law drawback;

i don't care whether business computations are
dated as

poolinga-ol-intereds or purchases or both.

The purchase approach oi accounting tor business contine-

tions should be immediately aboridonad in terror oi the

pooling approach.

Have you attended any natiorol. reglorol or state conven-

tionsor meetlnos let-a detinitions balow’l ol proleaeional

accountirg organizationaor aociatieaduring the last 12

months?

Yes No

“In Ming this Question, employ the following dalrnrtrons:

National meati'm - Where those in attendance came trorn all

parts 0' the country.

Interval meeting - where those in attendance came lrorn aer-

aral states in one region at the country.

Sate meeting - Where those in attendance came lront all

parts pi a particular state.

(hi it youraneeier to 17 tel isyes. would you please indicate

(al

the rarrrtbet oi these meetings and conventions you have

attended in the last yur by placing the appropriate nutri-

ber oornsite each at the categories listed below!

National
. State

Have you attended any meetings ol local laae delinition

below'l WO'WlOMI accounting organizations or moieties

or meetings ol local chapters at national, regional or

date organizations or societies since December. l9097

Yes No

liegiorui

'ln answering this question, erriploy the following definition:

Local meeting -

bl

Where those in attendance came lrorn a

restricted contiguous area. For clampie, a

local chapter ol the NAA or a local chaptw

0! a stale society. etc.

It your anertrer to late) is yea. would you please indicate

theW ol each meetirqs you Me attended since

December, 1969?

Hunter 0' local inertlrye

 

(Continue on reverse aiddl
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THE POST-EXPOSURE DRAFT QUESTIONNAIRE (Cont'd.)

Now my "me" in the Lid sis months have the dutlee in- 23,

solved in your work rauu‘irad you to travel out at town?

 

What was the total amount at time spent on the outd-

tosyn elionments in the last Ill months?

 

 

24.

Aside from (initial uutol-town protest-omit activities re-

lalqu to your new it, do you ever drop in at other CPA

lamsar call on in ma asociates when you are in other

Cities? Yes _ Nn__

ll yourm to” let is yes. hovvmany tirnest'osthls

happened ln the test sis months?

When you need intorniation or guidance about problems

lnvohring accounting or auditing matters. to which at the

lolloaving do you usually turn? li’lace an “X" in tront at

those items which are most appropriataJ

LITERATURE SOURCES:

I. AICPA publhations.

2. Publications ot national professional account-

ing organizations other than the AICPA. For

example, the Accountir‘ Review, the NAA

Bulletin, etc.

 

3. 'ublicationsol your uate octety ot CPA's.

C. Publications at your tirrtt.

5. Relarenca books.

0. Other (plea. Myl

 

 

PERSONAL SOURCES:

1. Protesional associates from the ottice in

which you are employed.

I. Proteuioml amcbtes trorn within your

tirrn but located in other cities.

9. Proteuional a-ociatea from other llrrna

locatd within your city.

to. Protesional associates troin other firms

touted in other cities.

11. Other (plea. vecityl
 

 

 

Which ol the intorrnation nurces that you have clieclted

in part tel ol this queoion has proyen most valuable to

you? Second most valuable? Third most valuable? ll'le-

nond by pbcing a l, 2, and J reesectivaly in trunl at 25.

the appropriate items listd in part tall.

To what eatent do you seal: counnl or guidance on protessionel

"It!" relating to accounting or auditing problems lrom other

Nitriduels at rolionel, regional, state, or local professional

ancietion meetings? litanrond by piacirtg an "X" Opposite the

Wootiete tunnel under ggc_l_i_ol the tour h-diiigsl

National Regional State Local

Meetings Meetings Meetings Meetings 23

Never __ _ __ __

lrlreouently __ __ ..__.. _

Ocueiomlly __ __ ..__. __._.

freouerttly __ __ ..__._ ...—

To what eater-t do you think the presentation at papers at

thessmaetiros hesbean ol veluato you in your retort? tPlaasa

chad supra" late regional

Never Occadoiotly

lntrequently 'rsouantly _

la! A list el proton-unal accounting tournais lspresanted be

lose. lt you goat-riot to the iournal place an "X" nest totha

lourml under the column heeded "Subscresa.’ ll you

emimLeld the sourriai pine an "x" beside the iournal

in the column heed“ "Rad Usually." It you occasionalg

931 the tournal pbce an "X" in that column. It you

neith- abate to not read the journal lease the blanlts

urtchaclied.

 

 

 

Read

Usually

lead

Occasions!»

to. Others (please oecityl

 

 

l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

 

 

 

bl Which Mllatlon cited in part tal or this question has

wanna ueatul to you in your wort?!econdm

udul? Third mo: usstuli (Respond by pbclng a t. 2,

aid 3 rapectleely in lront ot the Womble items lid-i

 

 

 

in can tel.

Wiuieoaiieneo you here inthelirn whichefllotowm7

individual practitioner senior

Partn- __ harmonic...—

Princloel ._._____ Arnlor

Manager 0th. (please pacity titlel
 

 

Pleasaplacaen"X"inthauacebesidathacatagorysshichcor-

wwmflt

__ A.mtlirough25yaers

__ I. ”wwyaara

__ c. 3tthrough3yeara

__ 0.3threugh0vesrs

__ E. at throughltlyaars

F.61tlaough55yeara

6. Oyarooyears
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THE POST-EXPOSURE DRAFT QUESTIONNAIRE (Cont'd.)

"no an "X" m "I. hunt m-u Io "w comply which «mm-uh

to "w 00:90!!! 00 hum." Mumnon you hm communal

__ A. (wade «hoot or km ‘_ 0. Some cottage

_ O. Soma- ugh who"! __ l. Gradual-l1 ham

_ C. Gvodumd "om huh cottage

two. _ F. Somagvadwh

CMlIm

Pm. phco an “X" m the blank mm 101M wagon Much to"

unpomh ‘0 mo numha oi ymu "m have flung! sane. yOu w-

and you: hm CPA Cnuhrou.

A. 0 Ihlowh 3 you! ____ O. to "rough 15 no"

a. chvooghfiymn k. Huroughmywl

F. on: 26 you

 

_C. 7 "woven 9 you:
 

In you pro-on! pocmon, how many mph do you ducuy ww-

vnu 0n the avenge?
 

3‘.

32.

(a. Ame-Emir“ how many Ill“ awn (Mann. ul

Wuhan, «awn-mm nun-n. 91¢.) onWby an

(Inn Io: MI." you mt?

Amo-mMy how many mm mm on «uptown within

"w ofl-co m chh you WU

(d What in IN euro-inu- on o! the onpumaon in IN My

who" yom office a band?

HM you had on oxunrulumly '0 mad the E IMO On“ 0' IN

91090.! Opinion on 809600. Comma-ham 0nd Mung“A”!!!

at“ by the AICPA on f twenty 23, 1970?

Ya No

What ovobnhuny mun you much D IN Manhood "m "on

Elm. Dun on (human Combmauom and humble Ail“

am, with [m mam gag-01301], became a 00mm 09mm of «M

A?” View "sound by placmg an “X" m Iho an“ coma-Io the

newum much «unsound: Io your am.)
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THE QUESTIONNAIRE TO TEST FOR SENSITIZING OF

RESPONDENTS IN THE MAIN SAMPLE

CPA SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

A amino! touttaen flatemantl it sat totth balow. i’ ach natamont rotate: to "In concwt ot poolim-otointavma accounting. Would you olaaaa toad aach slate

mom and select those flyL‘t“ with which you moat agno. tnrticala which thm: auto-nan" you l-ava choaan by placing an "X” in tha blank in tiont at tho num-

bav tdontitytn. aach at them alatamonta.

1.
__

Not all lamina“ combination an “change tvanmiont

thatora, poolmqot-intnnta thoutd be ua-d in than

thuationt whara tuma have combined but an uchanoo

tranuction hasn't taken ttlaca.

Poottmclimate!" «cunning tot lamina“ combination.

ta "devalue to purchaa accounting browse a pooling at

imam. '"II'I in amulat valun (Manual rm! lend.

paciationi homo ahovm tor ail tha auats at tho com

btnad ont'ity.

Pooling neotmant in outboa- eombimtlona tautta in I

donut-cant undavalalmnt ot out votuaa in tho tinanc'iat

Iatamantt.

tt'adltticutt to (ind awn ona toumat articta gtving much

moon to poolingot-intarnta. u how an the Dictation

continua to gm woven to this accounting ptocaduta?

Poolingot-intuaata accounting in M. upon tha ovo-

“salon.

In tho lingo matortty ot meat and consolidation on of

tha Danica an clearly ba dmtbad as being dominata am!

thanton. can ba contidarad to hava puichatod tha othar

tlvmltt tmotvad. Thua, In tho lama majoflty ot can! pooling

h Wood-ta.

Footlmotointavastt accounting would not In mad baauaa

cmnmconduct“ to it: u. do not axial.

Tho taptd growth tn tha ma 0! pooling tn tha bat tan yuan

timoty smooch lha tact that th‘n mathod it, by tat. tho ban

maana to: accounting to: buuna- contain-lions.

t‘d gtva up my menu baton I'd admit that pooling mould

ba attract-mad by tho orotaaaton.

Pooling-ot-intwcat accounting it natal to knolamcnt than

purcha. accounting bauuaa it doaan't tauuua ”bimbo

aunt vahntiona. Tharatora. mind-intros" should ba

mood.

Tha oootino concept N! bean abut-d, but than an altua-

tlona in which it would away that oooiing it an a9

9'09!th manna tov accounting tot buainas combinations.

'ootim doc: hava a law drawback;

I don't an whatnot buu‘naaa combination- an tr-tad at

comm-intent" at purchaaoa at both.

Tha ”that approach ot occounttt‘ tor omino- oomlaina-

tiona ahould bo imnadiataty abandonad in layer ot tha

oootlm Woaeh.



A uttoa o' touttaan atotmnta it

mont and oaioct thooa gig: with which y0u moat ogtoa. indicato nth
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THE POST-FORMAL OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE

CPA SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE II

bot ldantitying ooch at then ttataunonto.

-—-—-

PART"

Mammtohowhtgquaobmoawtcatodtnthchodyotoochmm

I3.

‘0.

M

M'

bi

Not all hustnoao combination ova axchanga tion-ct Iona.

Thotoioto. pootingoi-tntcoota thouid be und in thou-

oItuotions whato iitmt hayo combinod but an oachongo

tronotction haon’t tolan ntaco.

'ootim ot—intotoots accounting tot buttnnl combinationa

b otafotohto to putciuto account-w baouaa a cooling at

tntotaott tautta in umiiat yoluaa ihinmical con tact do

brociotioni boim ahown Iot alt tho anota oI tho com-

binod ontity.

Pooling ttoatmont in buainou combination tootita in o

aigntiicant undatotatomont ct out yotuoa in tho iinanciot

“mutt.

lt'adiIiicuit to tind oven ono iownat atttcio giving much

cocoon to oooiingoi-into'aatt. n how an tho protosion

continua to giya motion to thia accounting ptocoduto?

Pootimot-intatoata account“. to a cum uoon tho cro-

Ionian.

In tho largo nwoiority MWand conoiidotlono ono ct

tho portioa on ciootty bo doubod at bomg dominant an!

thotoiova, can ba conoidorod to ma outchaood tho othor

Ikmiai invohvori. Thus, in tho btgo maiovity ct cam poem.

to Mouton.

Ooyouncaiihaviwaaonaaatotoubiio
hodtinanciatatoto-

monto whota tho auditoto. aithar in thait noon 0: in a toot»

noto. atatod that tho ciiont had amnioyod an accounting

principle which ropnaontod a motatiai dooatturo from an

AP!) Opinion, but that tho auditota atatod that thoy bo-

tlovad that obnontiai authotitatiya tupoon oxiatod tot

tho dooanwa. and on thia boaia thay imad an unqualitiod

opinion?

Yao No

"mmhmwouidyouolooaolndicatathom

oI tho cotoontion or annotationWand tho yootiai

mby tho tinanciai notomanta.

III Nacho oi corporation“) 

 

mYatiai

Ara you a mambo! of any rota-tonal accounting awnin-

tionaot aociotioaothot than tho AiCPA? (Fot aaatnoio. Tho

Amarican Accounting Ami-tion, Tha Notional Auociation

ct AccOuntanto, Tho F inanciol Exaauiyaa tnatituto. a mo

ociaty oi CPAI. ate.)

You No

If your tapty to 16 (at it yoa. would you otooaa tin thooo

orpnnationo in tho cacao ptoyidod bolow?
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IO.

III

at tooth baton. Each atatomont tolatoa to tho concoct oi W'IM'OII accounting. Wool! you otoaao toad ooch ”to

ich throo“Mayou hoyo choaon by otociw an "it" in tho blank in iron cl thom

Poolinoddntavont account". huh
not bo utad bacauoa

cttcumatancoa conductaa to tit uaa do not out.

Thanoidgrcwth tnthouoaot cooling intho toot tony-ova

almoty ouooovtt tho tact that thia mothod to. by lot, tho boo

mum tot accounting Iot‘ buainooa combinationa.

t'd g‘tyo up my wadico baiota t‘d admit that booting ohould

bo otiminatod by tho o'clouton.

'ootirgototntcoo accounting to oat-at to tmoiomont than

wot-to accounting bocauoo it doaon't toquito aubioctiva

a-t yohationa Thatatcto, poolingdcintotoata ohould ba

Ow.

Tho booing concoct baboon abuood. but than ato aituo-

tiona in which it would apooot that pooling icon op

who mono tot accounting tot buainoaa contact-tions.

Pooitt'q dooa toao a tow dramatic.

i don't cata whathc butino- combinotbnaoto mad at

notinaohintoraoa ot outchoaoa ct both.

Tho cwchooa aootoach oi accounting to! buoinos combina-

tion! Mid bo immodiatatyWIn low at tho

cool“!W.

Navayouattondodany rotional.rqlonatot atotoconvon-

tionaot maotlma laaa doiinitlona botow°i oi crotoaaionat

account». otganlutlonaot aoclattoadurtng tho tool 12

month?

Ya No

’Iamthia emotion, amploy tho following dollnitiona:

Wmoafloa— Whoothooainottondancocam
atromott

cam oi tho country.

me- Whom thoaa in attandanco who from ny-

aoi utoo in ono tq'ton of tho countty.

“tom - than thou in attandanco coma from all

M

oonaoi a oaniculov auto.

ityouanooorto t? ioiioyoououldyouotoooaindlcato

thotumbotolthota ntaotittgoond combmyouhovo

attandod intho loo yaotby niacin thoaocvocruto num-

buooooaitaaochot tho cotqotiatliod baton?

'0“me OM.

Mayo you attandod any mootlngt oi iocot tooa doiinition

botoav'i ordoutomt accounting otganttotiom ot octouoa

ot mootitooot local chaotovo ot notionat, tqionol or

Iota organiutiontot oociotioo tinca Oocambor, 1m?

Yoa No

 

 

'lo min, thia ouoatlon. moldy tho following dolim‘uon:

Local «rooting - Whoa than in ottondonca coma Itom a

nattictod contiguout ataa. Foa’ mmola. a

local doctor at tho NM 0! a locat choolot

ot a can oocioty. ate.

OI it your anoioat to laiai II yoa. would you ptooaa Mic-ta

tho numbor ct uch tnoot’tngayou haya attondod oinco

m.1m?

Wotlocotmoatinga

 

{Continua onmtidal
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THE POST-FORMAL OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE (Cont'd.)

tai Now many timoo in tho too on monlha haao tho dutioa in- 23.

ooh-i tn yout wotlt toouuoti you to ttaaot out oi town?

 

(bi What was tho total amount at 1m went on tho outd-

town aaatgnmantt in tho iaot III months?

 

 
2‘.

tot Atota 1mm otticiat outot-tonm woioavonat activitioata-

toting to yout wont, do you not dion on at othor CPA

ivtm at call on Iotmat amculat whon you no in 01h.

cities? You No

IbI it you anm tn70 Iai ioyos. how many timothoathia

haooonod in the loot at: mntho?

IoI Whon you noai inimmntion or guidanco about otobioma

invoking accounting or auditing mattovo. to which oi the

iotiowing do you uauotly tum’ ii’loro an "X" tn iront oi

thou itomt which ova mun awvovviata i

UTERATURE SOURCES:

t. AICPA Mimi-om

2. Publiotiona oi notional proiauionol account-

ing organization othov than tho AIC'A. Pct

aumplo. tho Accounting Roviow, tho NAA

Bulletin. atc.

3. Publiationa oi yout auto acioty oi CPA‘a,

4. Ptbltationaoi your iitm.

b

d

 

laiaronco books.

Othar iolooaa oociiyi

 

 

PERSONAL SOURCES:

7. hoiosionat amciatoa irom tho oiiica in

which you an ampioyad.

l. Proio-ionol attociatot ivom within your

iirm but tocotod in othat citiot.

O. 'roiaoionot omcbtoa itom otht itrnta

botad within you city.

10. Patio-tonal "axiom irom othor iirtna

tocotod In other citioa.

11. Othor Ipioooa toaciiyi

 

 

 

IbI Which oi tha iniornotion nutcoa that you hova chockod

in part tal at this quotation hat provon moat yatuobia to

you? Second moat voluobio? Third moat valuabto7 (Ro-

nond by placing a 1, 2, and 3 toutoctiyoty in iront oi

tho appropnato itorna liatad in port ioti.

To what outtant do you cool: coun-i ot guidanco on ptoiaaaiomt

motto" rotating to accounting or auditing probloma irorn othor

lnd'tyUuala at national, regional, atato, or iocal ptoiaaaionol

amiation mootings? iRovond by placing an “X" oppouta tho

opproortota rocponaa undot flat tho iour hoodtnga.)

National Rogionol Stato Local

Martian Moatinga Mating: floating

iniraquontty ,

Matty _ __

hoouontiy __ I
I
H

l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l

To what aatant do you think tho trot-Motion ot upon at

thota moatu‘a tut bot-n oi yaluo to you on your tooth? lt‘iaaaa

chock moot! iota town-J

Naval Occaoionaity

Initaouontty hoouontty

U A hot at prototuonat accountmg iournait it ptovvnttd bo

low. Ii you tuhscghn to tho toutnoi piaco an "X" nut totho

ioutnoi undo the column hooded 'Sutncnha." it you

Qua”! root! thc iour not piato on "X" bosado tho youth-II

in tho column heads: "flood Usually." Ii you gcgationalg

22!. tho town-1i piaco an “X" in that cutumn. ti you

noothar oubwtbo to not toad tho .ournai lcaoa tho bianttt

unchocttad.

   

Had Rood

Who Unruly OccauonaIty

1. Tho Accounting

0. Tho tntarnat

Auditor

AccOuntmg

O. 'ubltcot‘tontoi

you! iirm

to. Othora ipiooaa pocityi

 

 

 

I

|
|
|
|
|
l
|
|
|
|
|
|

I

 

I4.

 

 
..—

tbi Which publication citad In port (oi oi thtt motion has

proyon moat uaoiut to you in you wit? Socond mod

u-iui? Third moot uoaiui? iflomond by placing a 1, 2.

on! 3 raoocltyaiy in iront oi tho WOW-on itama tiod

h port Ia).

Wt podttondo you hold in tho iirm which onptoyt you?

 

 tttdtyfluoi practitionor Ioniot

Porto. __ MIM

mi __ Junta ...—

W Othar tploaoo oociiy titiai

 

 

Mpbcoan "X" in thoucaboaidothacatogorv which cor-

racondttoyoutogo.

A. 20through25yoan I. atthrouohwyaora

I. ”throughmyoora F.51through65youa

C. 31ttaough§yaara G.Oyat56yoota

_

_

-———

0. ”through 40 yaora

(Continua on not! pogo}
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I
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THE POST—FORMAL OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE (Cont'd.)

Ptaco an "X" in tho hianlt nut to tho catatpt y which cot-outdo
an.

to tho amount oi torn-t mutton you haya complatoo.

A. Grotto orhooi ot to.
D. Somo cotlogo

0. 50m high ochool
E. Gtaduatad itotn

—--o

—a

C. Gtoduatati itont hbh
ootiago

achool
F. Sumo gvoduoto

choohng

Mao. ptaca an “X" in tho bionh nut to tho cot-gory which cot-

tomndt to tho numbi- oi yaato that how aiapaod ainco you to

coind y0ut itt at CPA Cottiitcato.

A. 0 thtough J yoara

I. o through 6 non

C. 7 thtough 9 y."

D. ‘0 through My."

E. iGtttroughfiyaua

F. ”my."
——-—-

in you: uraoant oooition. how many oooolo do you dbactiy m-

oi. on tho avavago?
 

ioi ApotoIintotoiy how many ataii than iauoitota. ta-

pacbiittt. ntarvagamont mic-o.
ate.) ora Mydby no

firm io' which you Wk?._

N Apprownotoiy how many «on than ova mic-{d within

tho oiitco in which you wott?

to) What it tho mvouimata aioa oi tho population in tho city

who" you! oiiica it Iocotdi

 

 

 

Mayo you had an opoottunity to road tho Opiniono on qunato

Continotiont and Intangitoio Aaaata applaud iot totoaao by tho

APO on Juty 31. 19701

Ya No



CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

h.l Results of the Test of the Assumption of "Forced Compliance"

A major aspect of Chapter II dealt with theoretical considerations

about how a CPA would react to APB Opinions. That discussion establish-

ed that regardless of his own predisposition toward a particular

accounting principle the CPA would allow a client (in those situations

where the Board had issued an Opinion on the subject) to employ only

accounting principles which had the support of the APB. Even though

the Special Bulletin of October, 196A, stated that the auditor could

establish that substantial authoritative support did exist for a pro-

cedure which represented a material departure from the Board's Opinions,

it was assumed that the auditor would not, for various reasons discussed,

view this alternative as a viable one open to him. Rather, it was

argued in Chapter II that the CPA would try to persuade the client to

employ an alternative procedure which had the support of the Board. If

he were unsuccessful in this effort the auditor would qualify, disclaim,

or issue an adverse opinion in his report.

Employing the data gathered via statements 16 through 20 of the

Pre-Opinion Questionnaire, a test was carried out to ascertain the

validity of this assumption of "forced compliance." These statements

were aimed at determining whether the CPA believes he could allow the

client to employ an accounting procedure which represents a material
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departure from APB Opinions (but which the CPA believes has substantial

authoritative support), or whether he believes such a course of action

possesses such grave professional risks so as not to be open to him.

In other words, does he believe he is forced to employ only APB

recommended procedures where the Board has issued a pronouncement on

such procedures?

The data collected on these statements from the 37h initial respon-

dents were analyzed employing a Kolmogorov-Smirnov one sample test. The

null hypothesis tested was that the proportion of respondents agreeing

and disagreeing with these belief statements is equal. In other words,

the null hypothesis assumes that the proportion of individuals viewing

this as a situation of forced compliance would not be significantly

greater than the proportion who d9_ngt_view it as a situation of forced

compliance. The statistic indicated that this null hypothesis could

be rejected at the .01 level of significance. Since the direction of

the responses indicated support for the assumption (295 vs. 79), the

null hypothesis was rejected in favor of the alternate hypothesis that

forced compliance did exist.

Questions 15(a) and (b) appearing on the Post-Exposure Draft

Questionnaire and the Post-Formal Opinion Questionnaire were also

employed as a basis for assessing whether, in fact, instances of pub-

lished financial reports existed where the auditor claimed substantial

authoritative support for a procedure which represented a material

departure from an APB Opinion.

Of the 177 respondents in these two response groups who answered

these questions, seven indicated that they had encountered published
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financial reports which claimed support for such a material departure.

Of the seven affirmative responses, six subjects could not recall the

name of the corporation to which these financial reports related.

The remining individual cited Indiana Telephone Corporation as an

example of a report where the auditor had claimed support for a material

departure from an APB Opinion.

The aspect of Indiana Telephone Corporation's published financial

statements which the respondent is apparently pointing to as a depart-

ure is the presentation in these statements of financial information

adjusted for general price-level changes. This price—level adjusted

information is given equal prominence in the statements with historical

cost and the adjusted figures are covered by the auditor's opinion.

Rather than getting involved here in an extended discussion of

whether, in fact, Indiana Telephone Corporation's financial statements

were prepare employing procedures which represented material departures

from APB Opinions (or effective Accounting Research Bulletins), let us

assume that this is the case. Certainly strong arguments could be

developed contradicting this assumption. The point of the discussion

here, however, is that even if this treatment does represent a material

departure-for which the auditor claimed substantial support, it is the

gnly_instance of such a situation which could be specifically cited by

the 177 subjects who responded to this question.

The fact that only one questionable instance of an auditor claiming

substantial authoritative support for a departure could be uncovered

(keeping in mind that disclosures of such departures have been required

for over six years), adds strong support to the statistical evidence
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just presented that auditors believe that they are forced to comply

with the pronouncements of the APB, and allow the client to apply only

APB approved procedures.

h.2 Results of the Analyses of Attitude Change

As discussed in Chapter II two hypotheses relating to attitude

change were examined in this study. These hypotheses were stated as

follows:

Al: Those subjects whose Pre-Opinion attitudes were unfavor-

able toward the pooling of interests method will exper-

ience a favorable change in attitudes after Opinion No.

16 is released and these changes will be significant.

Bl: Those subjects whose Pre-Opinion attitudes were favor-

able toward the pooling of interests method will exper-

ience an unfavorable change in attitudes after Opinion

No. 16 is released and these changes will be signifi-

cant.

Figure V presents the frequency distributions of attitude values

for two groups before the release of pronouncements by the APB and

after their release. Part (a) of Figure V sets forth the distributions

of attitude scores for response group r (the Post—Exposure Draft

1,1

response group) as measured before the release of the Exposure Draft

Opinion on Business Combinations and after its release. Part (b) of

this Figure presents the distributions of attitude scores for response

group rl,2 (the Post-Formal Opinion response group) as measured before

the release of the Formal Opinion on Business Combinations, and after

its release. (See Figure IV on page 53 for information relating to

these two response groups.) A value of 3.3 on the horizontal axis on

the charts represents the neutral point on the attitude scale. Values
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to the left of this point represent unfavorable attitudes toward the

pooling of interests concept. Attitudes become more unfavorable the

further one moves to the left from the 3.3 point. Values to the right

of the 3.3 point represent favorable attitudes toward pooling with

increasingly favorable attitudes being reflected the further one moves

to the right of the 3.3 point.

Inspection of the charts contained in Figure V reveals several

interesting facts about the effects on attitudes of the respective

pronouncements issued by the APB.

First, it should be noted that the average value for the attitude

scores of each distribution as measured before the release of each

pronouncement (via the Pre-Opinion Questionnaire) does not differ

materially from the average value as measured 22322.930h pronouncement

was released (via the Post-Exposure Draft Questionnaire for Part (a)

and the Post-Formal Opinion Questionnaire for Part (b) of Figure V).

Application of the Komogrov-Smirnov two-sample test1 to the data to

determine whether the distributions of attitude scores measured before

each pronouncement was released was significantly different from the

distributions of attitude scores measured after the pronouncements'

releases, for each of the two response groups, indicated that the null

hypotheses that the distributions were equal in terms of all parameters

(central tendency, dispersion, skewness, etc.) could not be rejected.

Relative to the Post-Exposure Draft group (graph (a) in Figure V), the

analysis indicated that the observed differences between the "pre" and

 

1Statistical analysis of each of the four distributions indicated

that the responses were not normally distributed. Therefore, this non-

parametric test was substituted for the more traditional parametric

t test.
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"post" distributions of attitudes were not significant at the .10

level.2 For the Post-Formal Opinion group (graph (b) in Figure V),

the statistic indicated that the differences between the "pre" and

"post" distributions of attitudes were likewise not significant at the

.10 level. Thus, based on this analysis alone, one would have to con-

clude that neither the Exposure Draft of the Opinion nor the Formal

Opinion itself produced a significant change in attitudes as measured

before the release of these communications.

However, further inspection of the frequency distributions indi-

cates that some material differences seem to exist between each of the

pre and post-communication distributions of attitudes. First, in both

groups the prOportion of respondents who maintained an (approximately)

indifferent attitude (3.1 to 3.5 category) toward pooling before each

communication's release decreased materially after their release.

Likewise, the proportion of individuals who professed having extremely

unfavorable or extremely favorable attitudes toward pooling declined

substantially.

Since both the exposure draft of the Opinion and the formal Opinion

itself indicated that in the future the applications of the pooling

procedure would apparently be drastically reduced (but that this pro-

cedure would not be eliminated from practice), the following changes, as

hypothesized, seem to be taking place in attitudes. Those individuals

whose pre—communication attitudes were strongly favorable toward pool-

ing, and therefore indicated that they would prefer the use of the

 

2An alpha level of .10 is being employed in this study as a cut-

off for ascertaining whether the differences observed in the data

represent true differences in the population.
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pooling method of accounting for business combinations under most cir-

cumstances, have now received indications from the APB that in the

future they may apply the pooling procedure in only a relatively few

restricted instances. Thus, in the majority of cases, where in the

past the respondent might have allowed the use of pooling of interests,

he is now going to have to require the use of purchase method. Unless

his attitude changes toward pooling his behavior will now be, in many

cases, counter-attitudinal. But, as can be observed, his attitude does

change. Since pooling has been restricted, his attitude toward this

procedure becomes less favorable. Interestingly, however, since the

procedure was not eliminated from practice and could potentially be

applied in a few cases, the respondent's attitude after adjustment

remains slightly favorable toward this procedure.

Those individuals who maintained an extremely unfavorable attitude

toward pooling experience a similar shift in attitudes. Where their

attitudes were strongly unfavorable toward pooling before the release

of the pronouncements, indicating that their predispositions were to

223 employ the pooling procedure, they are now told that in certain

restricted circumstances (when twelve specific conditions are met) they

have no choice except to account for a business combination using

pooling of interests. Thus, since under certain limited circumstances

they are now required to use pooling their attitudes shift to a position

reflecting less unfavorable attitudes toward pooling.

Finally, for those respondents who indicated by their pre—communi—

cation attitudes that they were substantially indifferent toward the

tise of pooling, we observe that subsequent to the release of the
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pronouncements they alter these attitudes of indifference to ones which

are either slightly favorable or unfavorable.

Of course these observations had to be tested to determine whether.

these attitude shifts were statistically significant, and to determine

whether hypotheses Al and Bl were supported by the data.

h.2.l Statistical Tests of Attitude Measures Taken on the Post-Formal

Opinion Response Group (r1 2)‘

2

Relative to the Post-Formal Opinion group (graph (b) of Figure V)

the hypotheses were tested as follows. First, the distribution of

attitude scores as measured via the Pre-Opinion Questionnaire were

broken down into three categories defined thusly:

 

Attitude Group

Score Identification

Less than 2.6 Unfavorable attitudes

Between 2.6 and h.o Indifferent attitudes

Greater than h.0 Favorable attitudes

The attitude score of each of the individuals within each of these

groups was then compared with his attitude score as determined via the

Post-Formal Opinion Questionnaire employing the Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs

Signed-Ranks test. For the group whose Pre-Opinion attitudes were

unfavorable the statistical test indicated that there was a significant

change in these attitudes in the direction of being l§§§_unfavorable.

Specifically, the statistic indicated that one could reject the null

hypothesis of no difference between Pre-Opinion unfavorable attitude

and Post-Formal Opinion attitude scores with a .0007 probability of
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making an error. Hypothesis Al is therefore confirmed for the Post-

Formal Opinion response group.

For the group whose Pre-Opinion attitudes were favorable the same

statistical test produced results of similar statistical significance.

That is, there was a significant shift in attitudes subsequent to the

release of the Formal Opinion in the direction of lg§§_favor toward

pooling. Here again, the statistic indicated that the null hypothesis

of no difference between the Pre-Opinion favorable attitude and Post-

Formal Opinion attitude scores could be rejected with a .0056 probability

of making an error. Thus, hypothesis B1 is also confirmed for the Post-

Formal Opinion response group.

For the group whose Pre-Opinion attitudes reflected relative

indifference, application of this Wilcoxon test comparing the Pre-Opinion

and Post-Opinion attitude scores established that the attitude changes

of this group were not significant. The statistic indicated that if

one rejects the null hypothesis of no difference and assumes that the

difference observed represents a true difference in the population he

would make an error 21 per cent of the time.

h.2.2 Statistical Tests of Attitude Measures Taken on the Post-Exposure

Draft Response Group (r )
1,1

Before discussing the results of the application of the statistical

tests to this group of respondents, elaboration on the nature and pur-

pose of an exposure draft of an APB Opinion should be undertaken.

An exposure draft of an Opinion, if published by the APB, has as

its purpose the object of receiving comments from the accounting
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profession, and other interested parties, relative to a proposed

Opinion the APB intends to vote upon. Essentially, the exposure draft

presents the Opinion in the form in which the APB expects to vote on it.

However, before submitting the proposed Opinion to a vote to decide

whether it should be issued or not, the Board sometimes attempts to get

feedback on the positions set forth in the proposed Opinion. In these

situations it issues what is called an exposure draft of the prOposed

Opinion and requests interested parties to react to it.

In the past, Opinions voted into effect by the Principles Board

have not always been preceded by the circularization of an exposure

draft of the Opinion. Therefore, when this study was undertaken there

was no basis for determining whether the Opinion which would become

the intervening variable in the investigation would be preceded by an

exposure draft. Plans were made however to secure measures on attitudes

and other relevant variables subsequent to the release of an exposure

draft if one should precede the issuance of a formal Opinion. As it

turned out, an exposure draft of the Opinion on business combinations

was issued in February, 1970. Response group r was employed to

1,1

secure the information necessary to assess the impact of this exposure

draft. It will be recalled from Chapter II that the size of the re-

sponse group employed in this post-exposure draft cicularization was

186, while response groups r contained 9h individuals each.1,2 and r1,3

The reason a greater number of subjects was included in this response

group (r1 1) was because expectations were very high subsequent to the

9

release of the exposure draft that a formal Opinion on the subject of

business combinations might never be issued. This situation apparently
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existed because of the great amount of controversy which surrounded the

subject. Thus, on the chance that no further pronouncements would be

forthcoming on the subject from the APB, it was decided that in order

to gather as much information as possible on the effects of the exposure

draft (yet allow enough subjects remaining in case further pronounce-

ments did materialize) that one-half of the subjects who responded to

the Pre-Opinion Questionnaire would be employed to gather data on the

effects of the exposure draft, while the remaining 50 per cent would

be withheld from use to test further pronouncements, if issued.

Statistical testing of the data gathered from the Post-Exposure

Draft group was similar to the tests applied to the Post-Formal Opinion

group. That is, the distribution of attitude scores as measured via

the Pre-Opinion Questionnaire for this subject group were divided into

three separate categories as follows:

 

Attitude Group

Score Identification

Less than 2.6 Unfavorable attitudes

Between 2.6 and h.O Indifferent attitudes

Greater than h.O Favorable attitudes

Then, comparing the Pre—Opinion attitude scores (as measured in December,

1969, and January, 1970) with the Post-Exposure Draft scores (as

measured in May-June, 1970) by means of the Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs

Signed—Ranks tests one could determine whether the attitude changes

between these two points in time were statistically significant.

Application of this test to the ugfiaxorable group indicated that

their attitudes changed to less unfavorable attitudes and that this
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change was statistically significant. The probability of observing a

chance occurance of a change as great as the one actually observed was

approximately zero.

For the group whose attitudes were favorable toward pooling before

the release of the Exposure Draft of the Opinion, the Wilcoxon test

indicated that attitudes changed significantly toward a less favorable

level. The statistic indicated that this change was significant at

approximately the zero level also.

Those individuals whose pre-exposure draft attitudes were substan-

tially indifferent did not experience a significant change in attitudes.

The statistic disclosed that if one rejected the null hypothesis of

no difference between the pre and post-exposure draft attitude scores

he would be rejecting a true hypothesis approximately 22 per cent of the

time.

h.2.3 Some Further Statistical Analyses of Attitude Change

The analyses carried out in sections h.2.l and h.2.2 indicate that

the attitude changes observed as a result of the issuance of both the

ExPosure Draft of the Opinion and the Formal Opinion confirm hypotheses

Al and Bl. The subjects in both cases altered their unfavorable

attitudes toward pooling to positions reflecting less unfavorability,

and those who possessed favorable attitudes experienced a reduction

in the favorability of their attitudes. In other words, for those

individuals comprising the tails of the distributions the effect of the

issuance of these pronouncements was to cause these peOple to moderate

their pre-pronouncement attitudes.
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For the subjects whose pre-communication attitudes essentially

reflected indifference toward pooling, we observed in both the Post-

Exposure Draft and Post-Formal Opinion groups that these attitudes of

indifference generally become either slightly favorable or slightly

unfavorable after each communication was released by the APB, but these

attitude changes were not statistically significant.

To ascertain whether these non-significant changes in attitudes

which were observed in the indifferent groups would swamp the significant

attitude changes observed in the favorable and unfavorable groups some

additional statistical analyses were carried out.

For this analysis the distribution of pre-communication attitudes

in each response group (Post-Exposure Draft and Post-Formal Opinion)

was broken down into two categories as indicated below:

 

Attitude Group

Score Identification

Less than 3.3 Unfavorable attitudes

Greater than 3.3 Favorable attitudes

The Wilcoxon Matched—Pairs Signed-Ranks test was then applied to the

data comparing the pre—communication attitudes for each response group

(r19l and rl,2) with their post-communication attitude scores.

For those individuals whose pre-communication attitudes were unfa-

vorable (<3.3), in both the Post-Exposure Draft and Post-Formal Opinion

Groups, a statistically significant attitude change is observed and it

is in the direction of less unfavorable attitudes. For both response

groups the null hypotheses of no difference could be rejected with

effectively a zero probability of making an error.
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For respondents whose pre-communication attitudes were favorable

(>3.3) a statistically significant change in attitudes in the direction

of less favorability was observed. For both the ExPosure-Draft and

Post-Opinion response groups the null hypotheses of no difference could

be rejected with approximately a zero probability of making an error.

One can therefore see that when the pre-communication attitudes

are broken down into two categories, rather than three, for testing

purposes, statistical significance is still obtained when examining

the changes in attitudes which take place. Essentially, these analyses

point out the fact that the attitude changes taking place among the

individuals in the tails of the distribution are so great as to swamp

the non-significant changes which are being observed in the (indiffer-

ence) group in the middle of the distributions.

h.2.h Discussion of Attitude Changes Observed in Response Groups

r14; and r11—2

 

As was discussed earlier, during the developmental stages of this

investigation there was no means available for determining whether APB

Opinion No. 16 would be preceded in time by a circularization of an

exposure draft of that Opinion. In fact, there were some indications

that the cost of issuing exposure drafts of earlier Opinions had been

so great as to cause the Board to question whether the benefits re-

ceived from this process justified the large expenditure of resources

required to undertake it. Based upon these factors, the design of

this research project anticipated that there was a high probability

that an exposure draft would not precede the formal Opinion and thus,
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no hypotheses were develOped relative to the impact of an eXposure

draft on attitudes. However, contingency plans were laid which pro-

vided for means of assessing the impact of an exposure draft given the

apparent slight probability that one would be issued.

Assuming that the design of the research had anticipated the

issuance of an exposure draft of the proposed Opinion, any hypotheses

develOped relative to attitude change would likely have predicted no

significant attitude change would occur upon the issuance of the

exposure draft.

It has, in fact, been determined here that a comparison of the

Pre-Opinion distribution of attitudes and the Post-EXposure Draft

distribution of attitudes indicates that no significant change took

place in attitudes, when compared on an overall basis, after the

issuance of the Exposure Draft Opinion. But, of course, the earlier

discussion points out that we would not have anticipated any significant

changes when undertaking such a comparison, since the Exposure Draft

did not anticipate the elimination from practice of an accounting pro-

cedure, but rather anticipated that the procedure's application would

be restricted in the future. Thus the hypotheses relevant to the

impact of the Exposure Draft would have involved speculation about how

components of this group (rather than the overall group) would have been

affected by the Exposure Draft of the Opinion. But, here again, the

hypotheses probably would have predicted that no significant change in

attitudes would be observed as the result of the issuance of the Expo-

sure Draft when analyzing segments of the distribution of the Pre-

Opinion attitudes of this group of respondents. In other words, one
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would Egt_have expected the respondents whose Pre-Opinion attitudes

were favorable or unfavorable to react in any systematic or significant

manner to the release of the Exposure Draft. The primary reason no

significant attitude changes would have been expected to occur upon the

Exposure Draft's release are as follows:

Section 2.6.3 of Chapter II would appear to suggest this conclusion

of no change emanating from the Exposure Draft. Not only is the

Exposure Draft not a formal Opinion, and therefore not binding in

practice, but the section cited suggests that the CPA may not be

placed in a dissonant situation until he actually has to choose between

the alternatives covered by the Opinion in a work-related situation.

Of course the analysis in Sections h.2.2 and h.2.3 of this Chapter

presented evidence that attitudes did change significantly for some

of the elements of the Post-Exposure Draft response group. Thus the

probable hypotheses of no significant change in favorable and unfavorable

attitudes in this response group would not have been supported by the

data. It is because significant attitude changes were observed in not

only the Post-Formal Opinion response group but also in this Post-

Exposure Draft response group that the third response group (r1’3;

which was to be circularized six months after the Post-Formal response

group was contacted) was not asked to respond to a questionnaire. The

original reason for introducing response group r1,3 was based on the

evidence presented in Section 2.6.3 of Chapter II that there was a

possibility that attitudes would not change until the CPA was forced

to work with the procedures covered by the Opinion. The evidence accu-

mulated on response groups r and r establish that attitudes do,

1,1 1,2

in fact, change prior to such a point in time. Therefore, the data
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collected from these latter two response groups precluded the need of

collecting information from the individuals in rl,3.

An interesting, and unexpected finding of this study is the extent

to which Pre-Opinion attitudes changed subsequent to the release of the

Exposure Draft of the Opinion. The major changes in attitudes were

expected, at the earliest, to occur after the release of the Formal

Opinion (since it is the issuance of this pronouncement and not the

EXposure Draft which makes the changes in application of accounting

procedures binding upon the practitioners) and possibly not until

sometime later when the auditor is faced with a situation in his work

where he has to employ the procedures discussed in the Opinion. In

fact, analysis of the data secured from the two response groups indicates

that the amount of attitude change which occurred after the release of

each of the pronouncements was not significantly different. Comparison

of the Post-Exposure Draft and Post-Formal Opinion distributions of

attitude scores (as measured g£22£_each communication was released by

the APB) employing a Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample test indicated

that the differences between these two distributions of attitude scores

was not statistically significant at the .10 level. Additionally,

although the attitude change observed after the release of Opinion No.

16 was, on the average, slightly greater than the attitude change which

transpired after the release of the Exposure Draft, comparisons of the

distributions of absolute changes in attitudes which occurred in each

of these two response groups, employing the same KolmOgorov—Smirnov

two-sample test, produced results indicating that differences in the

average amount of attitude change experienced by the respondents in each

of the groups was not statistically significant at the .10 level.
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Since there are no statistically significant differences in the

distributions of attitude scores, as measured after the release of

each communication, or in the distribution of changes in attitudes which

took place in the two response groups as the result of the release of

these communications, one can probably conclude that the Exposure Draft

was the agent producing the attitude changes observed in this study, and

not the Formal Opinion.

An additional dimension of attitude change within the Post-Exposure

Draft group was explored in the study. As was pointed out earlier, the

a_priori expectation was that an exposure draft of an Opinion would not

have a significant impact on those subsets of individuals who maintained

favorable and unfavorable attitudes toward pooling prior to the release

of such a draft (of course, the preceding analyses proved this to be

incorrect). However, it seemed possible, ex ante, that the attitude

changes that might be observed might be related to the probability the

respondent might attach to the likelihood that the exposure draft would

eventually be released as a formal Opinion with few or minor alterations.

It seemed logical to eXpect that a positive relationship might exist

between attitude change and the respondent's perceived probability that

the Exposure Draft, essentially as issued, would become a formal Opinion.

Item number 32 on the Post-Exposure Draft Questionnaire attempted to

secure information about this perceived probability. Analysis comparing

this probability to the attitude change experienced, employing the con-

gency coefficient test, indicated the association observed (contingency

coefficient: C = .2h) between these two variables was significant at

the .20 level but not significant at the .10 level. In other words,
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the association observed between those two variables could be expected

as a chance occurrence at least 10 per cent of the time but less than

20 per cent of the time.

Since the significance level being maintained in this study is

.10, the conclusion here is that there is no significant association

between the respondent's perceived expectation of the Exposure Draft

becoming the Formal Opinion and the amount of attitude change exper-

ienced. However, if one were willing to take the risk of being wrong

slightly more than 10 per cent of the time he could conclude that there

was a significant association between these two variables and on this

basis have at least a partial explanation for attitudes changing

significantly subsequent to the release of the Exposure Draft but

before the release of the Formal Opinion.

The data collected on the r1,l response group indicated that 79

per cent of the respondents placed a probability of .51 or greater on

the likelihood that the Exposure Draft would (with few minor alterations)

be issued as a formal Opinion, while 55 per cent placed a probability

of .71 or greater on this likelihood. Thus, given that one is willing

to conclude that the relationship between the probability and attitude

change is significant and given that most of the respondents expected

the Exposure Draft to be issued as the Formal Opinion, then the signi—

ficant attitude changes observed after the release of the Exposure

Draft is not so surprising. Most respondents apparently viewed it as

essentially a formal Opinion so, as a result, significant attitude

changes were observed after its release. This result might be rein-

forced by the fact that relative to the fifteen Opinions issued prior

to the one examined in this study, in those situations where the APB
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preceded the issuance of a formal Opinion by an exposure draft, few

changes were ever made in the exposure draft when it was eventually

released as a formal Opinion. As a result, CPA's may now be assuming

that little change will be made in an exposure draft before it is issued

as a formal Opinion and they may have come to view any exposure draft

as tantamount to a formal Opinion.

h.3 Attitude Change as a Function of the Importance of the Issue to

the Respondent
 

Hypothesis Cl and Section 3.h.2. of Chapter III specifically, and

Chapter II generally, set forth the expectation in this study that

there would be a positive relationship between the attitude change

experienced by each respondent, and the importance he attaches to the

need for the profession to resolve the issues, and thus settle the

controversy, surrounding the use of the pooling of interests procedure.

As indicated on page 33, Festinger's theory states that "...the magni—

tude of the dissonance (experienced by the individual) will be a func-

tion of the importance of the (cognitions). The more these (cognitive)

elements are important to, or valued by the person, the greater will be

the magnitude of a dissonant relation between them." (10:16). There-

fore, the greater will be the pressure to reduce the dissonance and,

presumably, the greater will be the attitude change arising out of the

dissonance reduction process.

Item number 15 on the Pre-Opinion Questionnaire was presented to

the subjects in the Pre-Opinion response group UtL) and is assumed to

represent a measure of the amount of importance the respondent attaches
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to the issues surrounding the pooling or purchase controversy, and

indirectly, to his cognitions about these issues.

Recall that the information obtained from this response group (R1)

was secured prior to the release of any pronouncements by the APB on

the subject of business combinations and pooling. The information

obtained from this question on importance of the issue to the respondent

was then compared to the attitude change experienced by the respondents

in each of the Post-Exposure Draft (rl,l) and Post-Formal Opinion

(rl,2) response groups. The measure of the association between the

importance of the issue and attitude change was determined employing

the Spearman rank correlation statistical technique.

For the Post—Exposure Draft response group this analysis produced

a correlation coefficient of .05. Tests of significance indicated

that the null hypothesis of gg_association between the two variables

being examined could ngt_be rejected at the .10 level (t = .57, with

121 degrees of freedom).

Relative to the Post-Formal Opinion response group the correlation

coefficient generated was .lh. Further tests indicated that this

coefficient was ngt_significant at the .10 level (t = 1.10, with

63 degrees of freedom). In other words, as with the Post-Exposure

Draft group, the null hypothesis of n9_association between the two

variables could ggt_be rejected at the .10 level.

A hasty conclusion would lead one to reject hypothesis Cl which

postulated a positive relationship between these variables. However,

further analysis of the response patterns to question 15, which pre-

sumably measured the importance of the issue to each respondent,
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suggests that this conclusion may be inapprOpriate. Table I presents

a profile of the responses of the subjects in each of these groups,

rl,l and rl,2, to question 15 on the Pre-Opinion Questionnaire. Inspec-

tion of the values in the table reveals that a great majority of the

respondents in each group agreed that the issues involved in the con-

troversy surrounding the use of the pooling or purchase methods in

accounting for business combinations are so important that they must be

resolved soon by the profession. Over 90 per cent of the subjects in

each group agreed at least slightly with this position. Approximately

80 per cent agreed at least moderately and over 50 per cent of each

group agreed strongly. Because of the unanimity of opinion among the

respondents on the importance of the issues, and the resultant gravita-

tion of the large majority of respondents into the higher two of the

seven categories, the measures secured on this variable produced a

TABLE I

Profile of Responses to Item Number 15 on the

Pre-Opinion Questionnaire

 
 

Post-Exposure Post-Formal

Draft Response Opinion Response

Response Category Group (r ) Group (r )

Category Number 1,1_ 1,2

*

Disagree: Strongly 1 100.0%* 100.0%

Moderately 2 100.0 98.5

Slightly 3 95.9 97.0

Neutral h 92.6 95.5

Agree: Slightly 5 90.2 92.5

Moderately 6 81.3 78.7

Strongly 7 52.8 51.0

* a

Table value represents cumulative percentage of responses in that

category plus all higher categories.
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distribution of responses with a very low variance. Essentially, the

respondents as measured on this variable had approximately the same

scores. Of course when one then attempts to compare these values with

the scores on attitude change (which varied over a range of approxi—

mately 0 to h, with few respondents experiencing the same amount of

change) in order to get an assessment of the association between the

two variables, the results are going to indicate a lack of association.

But this probably results not from a true lack of association, but

from the fact that one of the measures, in the case at hand, is essen-

tially invariant while the other is not.

Although the Spearman rank correlation test suggests no associa-

tion, partly because of the factors just discussed and partly because,

in fact, significant attitude changes were observed in each of the two

response groups, a more apprOpriate conclusion might be that an associa-

tion does exist between these two variables: importance of the issue

and attitude change. This conclusion seems appropriate for several

reasons. Firstly, significant attitude changes were unexpectedly

observed in the Post-EXposure Draft response group. This could be

partially explained based on the fact that such a large percentage of

the respondents in this group viewed the issues as significant, and as

a result experienced substantial dissonance when faced with a pronounce-

ment which did not support their prior opinions on the issues. Secondly,

this conclusion would seem to reinforce, and be reinforced by, the

findings contained in the section which immediately preceded this one.

That is, a large majority of respondents believed that the Exposure

Draft of the Opinion essentially represented the Formal Opinion. Coupled

with the fact that an even greater percentage perceived the issues
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involved as very important, an explanation of the unexpected significant

attitude changes could be structured. The respondents whose prior atti-

tudes were favorable toward pooling found that the Exposure Draft would

limit_(and probably reduce) the number of situations where they could

employ the pooling procedure. Those subjects whose prior attitudes

were unfavorable toward pooling found that now they would be required

to employ the pooling procedure when certain conditions are met. Since

the large majority of these individuals perceived of the EXposure Draft

as the Formal Opinion, and therefore binding upon them, they were

immediately placed in a dissonant state. That is, their attitudes were

in conflict with the new behavior required by the pronouncement. Since

they also viewed the issues involved as very important, the dissonance

experienced was stronger than it otherwise would have been. Thus, the

drive to reduce the dissonance was commensurately strong and the atti-

tude changes produced were significant.

On the basis of this analysis, this section will conclude that the

Spearman rank correlation coefficients calculated, and the statistical

significance of these coefficients, should not be used as a basis for

rejecting hypothesis Cl and concluding that there is no association.

between the importance of the issue and attitude change. Rather, the

conclusion here is that hypothesis Cl would probably have been supported

had responses to question 15 been measured on the basis of a scale

allowing for finer graduations in responses. The lack of association

could therefore be attributed to the coarseness of the measuring

instrument employed, and not to a true lack of association.
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h.h Results of an Examination of the Relationship Between Prior

Knowledge and Attitude Changes

Hypothesis C2 postulates that the amount of knowledge possessed by

the subjects about pooling of interests and accounting for business

combinations will be positively related to the attitude change exper-

ienced by the respondent.

The individual's attitude toward pooling of interests presumably

depends, to some extent, on the cognitions he has internalized relative

to pooling. Presumably, if the individual possesses an unfavorable

attitude toward pooling, this attitudinal posture has been established

by the individual's examining the evidence pro and con toward pooling

and placing greater emphasis on those cognitions which place pooling

in a negative light. Cognitions which evidence favorability toward

pooling are forced to the background in this person's cognitive struc—

ture and are effectively swamped by the negative cognitions.

Conversely, the individual who possesses a favorable attitude has

put greater emphasis in his c0gnitive structure on the positive cOgni-

tions toward pooling and effectively swamped the negative cognitions.

The individual who has not internalized any cognitions about the

concept, or finds that in his cognitive structure there is a balance

between the positive and negative cognitions, will probably possess an

indifferent (or no) attitude toward pooling.

The important point here is that the cognitions are based on

information the individual has secured, pro or con, relative to the

concept to which the attitude relates.

Dissonance theory suggests that when the individual finds himself

in a dissonant state, he will systematically reexamine the cognitions
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he has internalized relative to the concept which is the basis for the

dissonance. If attitude change is the basis for reducing the dissonance,

the theory suggests that this process of reexamining the cognitions

pro and con, and adjusting their relative positions in the cognitive

structure, will serve as part of the foundation upon which the attitude

adjustment is carried.

As an example of this process, assume an individual whose attitude

toward pooling is favorable prior to the release of APB Opinion No. 16.

The Opinion is released and the individual finds that he must restrict

his usage of the pooling procedure. The Opinion is binding, and he

mu§t_follow its dictates. Thus he will be required to alter his behavior

and act in a way such that his behavior usually exemplifies non-support

for pooling. His attitude is favorable toward the concept but his

behavior is usually counter-attitudinal. Dissonance sets in. Since

behavior can not be altered, presumably attitude change will provide

the basis for reducing the dissonance. Probably, one of the first steps

in adjusting his attitude is to reassess his position relative to the

concept. If he has a rather wide knowledge of the issues pro and con,

presumably he calls these cognitions forth and reexamines them. During

this process he begins placing greater emphasis on negative cognitions

and less emphasis on the formerly strong positive cognitions. The

result is that his attitude is adjusted to one reflecting less favor-

ability toward pooling.

Presumably, the more knowledge the individual possesses about the

concept, the more cognitions he has already internalized, the greater

and more rapid will be the resultant attitude change in the dissonant
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state hypothesized. The less the amount of knowledge the individual

possesses the more he will have to seek out external sources which will

provide a basis for the attitude adjustment. Thus, the slower and

probably less pronounced will be the process of adjustment necessary

to reduce the dissonance.

Question 21(a) on the Pre-Opinion Questionnaire served as the

basis for obtaining information about each respondent's prior knowledge

about pooling and business combinations. Part (b) of this question

was an attempt to secure information which would allow for an assess-

ment of the veracity of the response given in part (a). However, the

responses to part (b) turned out to be so sporadic and difficult to

interpret that the information gathered turned out to be essentially

useless in terms of its intended purpose. Thus, lacking any other

basis for assessment, it is assumed here that the responses to part

(a) of this question do provide a good representation of each respon-

dent's prior knowledge.

Tests of the relationship between prior knowledge and attitude

change were carried out employing the Spearman rank correlation statis—

tical technique. Analysis of the Post-Exposure Draft response group

(rl,l) produced a correlation coefficient of .07, which is not signifi-

cant at the .10 level of significance (t = .78, with 121 degrees of

freedom). Application of this statistical technique to the Post-Formal

Opinion response group (r yielded a correlation of coefficient of

1,2)

-.l9. Likewise, this coefficient is not significant at the .10 level

(t = -l.56, with 63 degrees of freedom).

These findings then indicate that the null hypotheses that the

association between prior knowledge and attitude change is less than or
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equal to zero can not be rejected in favor of the alternate hypothesis

C2, that the relationship is positive and significant.

h.5 Additional Variables Examined in an Attempt to Explain Attitude

Change

Questions 16(a) through 31 on the Post-Exposure Draft Questionnaire,

and questions 16(a) through 31 on the Post-Formal Opinion Questionnaire

were employed as a basis in this study to gather information on addi-

tional independent variables (other than importance of the issue and

prior knowledge) which, when analyzed, might give an indication as to

some of the factors which seem to be influencing the attitude changes

observed in this study. Note that with the exception of question 31,

the remaining questions are identical on the two questionnaires.

Relative to question 31, it provided a basis for determining whether

the respondents in the Post—Exposure Draft group had read the exposure

draft prior to completing the questionnaire, and whether the respondents

in the Post-Formal Opinion group had read the formal Opinion prior to

their completing the questionnaire.

Hypotheses C3 through ClO represent the postulated relationships

which the data gathered through the administration of these questions

were intended to test.

For purposes of analyses, the information secured from the admini-

stration of each of these questions (or sub-parts of a question, where

appropriate) was analyzed as a separate variable. Table II presents

the variable number used for identification purposes, the question

employed to measure the variable, and a description of the variable.
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TABLE II

Independent Variables Measured Via the Post-Exposure Draft

and Post-Formal Opinion Questionnaires

Question Employed

 
 

Variable To Measure the

Number Variable Variable Description

1 16(a) & (b) Respondent's membership in profes-

sional accounting organizations.

2 17(a) & (b) Attendance at conventions or meetings

of national, regional, and/or state

professional accounting organizations

in 12 months preceding date question-

naire was completed.

3 18(a) & (b) Attendance at meetings of local pro-

fessional accounting organizations,

or local chapters of national,

regional, and/or state organizations

in the 6 months preceding date the

questionnaire was completed.

h 19(a) Number of times work has required sub-

ject to travel out-of—town in last

6 months.

5 19(b) Amount of time spent in these out-of-

town work assignments.

6 20(a) & (b) Extent of contact with CPA's in other

towns outside of work environment.

7 21(a) (lit. Literature sources relied upon rela-

sources) tive to problems encountered in work

environment.

8 21(a) (per. Personal sources relied upon relative

sources) to problems encountered in work envir-

onment.

9 21(b) (lit. Most valuable literature sources

sources) cited in 21(a).

lO 21(b) (per. MOSt valuable literature sources

sources) cited in 21(a).

ll 22 Extent of communication on work-

related matters with others at

professional meetings.



Variable

Janeen.

l2

13

1h

15

l6

17

l8

19

20

21

22

23
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TABLE II, (Cont'd.)

Question Employed

To Measure the

Variable
 

23

2h(a)

2h(b)

25

26

27

28

29

30(a)

30(b)

30(c)

31

Variable Description

Extent of utility of papers presented

at professional meetings.

Professional journals and their utili-

zation by the respondent.

Professional journals found most use-

ful to the subject.

Hierarchical position of respondent

in his job.

Respondent's age.

Respondent's educational level.

Number of years the subject has held

a CPA certificate.

Average number of respondent's sub-

ordinates.

Number of professional employees in

firm employing respondent.

Number of professional employees in

office in which respondent works.

Population of the city in which

respondent's office is located.

At the time of completing the question-

naire, had respondent read the Expo-

sure Draft or the Formal Opinion?
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These 23 independent variables were analyzed employing simple

(zero-order) and multiple (twenty-second order) linear correlation

analyses as a basis of assessing their relationships to the dependent

variable, attitude change. These analyses were performed separately

on the data secured from the two response groups.

Table III presents those variables which, when compared to the

values of the dependent variable, attitude change, through application

of the simple (zero-order) correlation analysis, yielded correlation

coefficients (r) which were significantly greater than zero at the

.10 level (as determined via the t test).

TABLE III

Variables Which Yielded Significant Simple Correlation

Coefficients (I) When Compared to the Measures

of Attitude Change

 

 

Post-Exposure Draft Post-Formal Opinion

Response Group Response Group

Variable Simple Correlation Variable Simple Correlation

Number Coefficient (r) Number Coefficient (r)

n n

10 +.1663 5 -.2307

I6 +.1515 23 +.2h51

      
 

*

Critical values of r based on a t test employing a .10 level of

significance are i_.lh8 for the Post-Exposure Draft group and :_.2110

for the Post-Formal Opinion group.

Because of the nature of the variables measured, however, the

simple correlation coefficients serve only as approximate indicators

of the independent variables which might be important in explaining
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the changes observed in the dependent variable. Inspection of the des-

criptions of the variable in Table III indicates that many of these

variables are probably measuring similar attributes in terms of behav-

ioral factors and demographic information.3 Thus, although a compari-

son of a particular independent variable with the dependent variables

might produce a statistically insignificant simple correlation coeffi-

cient, one cannot on this basis, conclude that this independent vari-

able is not related to attitude change. In fact, an independent vari-

able (X1) which shows no apparent relationship to the dependent vari-

2)

which, in turn, is significantly correlated with attitude change (Y).

able (Y), might be correlated with another independent variable (X

Unless the marked relation of X2 with attitude change (Y) is removed,

any underlying relation of X to Y that does exist will not be clearly

I

displayed by this zero-order analyses.

In order to overcome these shortcomings, multiple correlation

analyses were applied to the two response groups. In these analyses,

the relationship of each independent variable to the dependent vari-

able was determined after holding constant the effects of the other

22 independent variables upon the dependent variable. Through these

analyses (with the effects of the other 22 independent variables thus

removed) the relationship of changes in attitudes with each indepen-

dent variable is more accurately determined than was the case with the

simple (zero-order) correlation analyses discussed earlier.

 

3In fact, inspection of the simple (zero-order) correlation coeffi-

cients derived from pair-wise analyses of the independent variables

indicated that many of these variables did have statistically signifi-

cant correlations.
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Application of the multiple correlation analysis to the Post-

Exposure Draft group data on these 23 independent variables yielded a

multiple correlation coefficient (r) of .h2l with a standard error of

1.35 and an F value of .86 (with 98 degrees of freedom). Thus, the

results indicated that these 23 variables, acting jointly, "accounted

for" approximately 17 per cent (r2) of the attitude changes observed

For the Post-Formal Opinion response group a multiple correlation

coefficient (r) of .602 was produced, with a standard error of 1.28 and

an F value of .98 (with Al degrees of freedom). Thus, approximately

36 per cent (r2) of the attitude changes observed within this group

appears to be "explained" by the 23 independent variables acting

jointly.

Examination of the partial correlation coefficients14 arising out

of the application of this multiple (linear) correlation analysis to

the two response groups, indicates that, on the basis of the F test,

not all the independent variables were individually statistically

significant in terms of the amount of the observed variation in attitude

change which they each "explained." Table IV presents the variables

which showed significant partial correlation with the dependent vari-

able, attitude change, for each of the response groups.

Comparison of the data contained in Tables III and IV indicates

that, in fact, the simple (zero order) correlation analysis did obscure

some apparent relationships between the individual independent variables

and the dependent variable, since a greater number of variables showed

 

The partial correlation coefficient of an independent variable

measures the association of that variable with attitude change after

the effects of the other 22 independent variables on attitude change

have been held constant.
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TABLE IV

Variables Which Yielded Significant Partial Correlation

Coefficients When Compared to Attitude Change_

 

Post—Exposure Draft

Response Group

 

Post-Formal Opinion

Response Group

 

Coefficient of

 

Coefficient of

 

    

 

   

Variable Partial Correlation F VariableJPartial Correlation F

Number (Beta) Value Number (Beta) Value

I +.161 2.06* 1 —.188 2.35*

2 —.135 1.65 2 -.12h 1.63

h +.128 1.h7 h —.205 1.71

5 -.257 5.h6 5 -.298 2.59

6 -.123 1.92 6 +.3o7 3.98

11 +.2oo 3.21 7 +.h08 6.17

13 —.213 2.32 8 -.293 1.73

16 +.316 3.5h 23 +.23h 3.15

 
 

*

Critical values of F employing a .10 level of significance are

l.h5 for the Post-Exposure Draft response group and 1.57 for the Post-

Formal Opinion response group.

-.«Vfi _..

statistically significant partial correlations (Table IV) with the

dependent variable than simple correlations (Table III).

Further analyses was carried out by eliminating the variables

which did not display statistically significant partial coefficients

of correlation and performing a multiple correlation analysis on the

remaining 8 variables in each response group (Table IV) which did have

statistically significant partial correlation coefficients. These

analyses produced the following multiple correlation coefficients and

related data:
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Response Multiple Correlation Standard F

Group Coefficient (r) Error Value

Post-Exposure Draft +.388 1.29 1.62

Post—Formal Opinion +.h5h 1.19 1.79

As was discussed earlier, inclusion of all 23 independent variables

"explained" only 17 per cent of the attitude changes observed in the

Post-Exposure Draft group. As the information presented here indicates,

15 per cent (r2 for the Post-Exposure Draft group) of the total varia-

tion in attitude changes (or 88 per cent (%%) of the "explained" varia-

tion) is "accounted for" by the 8 variables which had significant

partial correlations with attitude change.

Relative to the Post-Formal Opinion response group, the earlier

discussion indicated that all 23 independent variables "accounted for"

36 per cent of attitude changes observed in this group. The 8 vari-

ables which had significant partial correlations with the dependent

variable "accounted for" approximately 21 per cent (r2 for the Post-

Exposure Draft group) of the total observed changes in attitudes (or

58 per cent (§%) of the total "explained" variation).

Thus, in each response group we see that a major portion of varia-

tion in attitude changes which is "accounted for" by the 23 independent

variables, is, in fact, "accounted for" in each case by only 8 of these

variables. However, the explanatory power of the 8 variables in each

of the groups is, on the whole andcnlthe average, quite low. The 8

variables isolated in the Post-Exposure Draft Group "account for" a

total of only 15 per cent of the attitude changes observed. On the

average, each of these variables "explains" less than 2 per cent of
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the total change. Analyses indicated that no one variable "explains"

more than h.5 per cent of the total change in attitudes.

The 8 variables isolated in the Post-Formal Opinion group "account

for" a total of only 21 per cent of the attitude changes observed. On

the average, each of these 8 variables "accounts for" approximately

2.5 per cent of the total attitude change observed while no one vari-

able "accounts for" more than 6 per cent of the total change in

attitudes.

Further analyses were carried out by combining and deleting cer-

tain of the independent variables in order to ascertain whether such

manipulation might result in a greater amount of explanatory power on

the part of these variables. Such analyses produced no substantial

improvement in either the multiple or partial correlation coefficients.

Consideration was given to undertaking curvilinear analyses of

these data. Scatter diagrams were prepared displaying the relation-

ship of each of the independent variables to the dependent variable.

It was not apparent from inspection of these diagrams that curvilinear

functions would more adequately describe the variations in these

variables than would linear functions. Thus, curvilinear analyses

were not undertaken.

The scatter diagrams of the data did indicate that for most of

the variables, the measurements taken were rather widely dispersed,

and did not tend to group around a relatively limited range of values,

as was the problem experienced earlier with the measurements secured

on importance of the issue and the extent to which respondents per-

ceived that the exposure draft would become a formal Opinion.
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Based on the analyses carried out and the data presented, the con—

clusion here will be that hypotheses C3 through 010 were not supported

in this study. The capability of the combined independent variables

to "explain" the changes observed in attitudes was rather slight. The

explanatory power of the individual independent variables was very low,

with no one variable "accounting for" an appreciable portion of the

changes in attitudes.

This lack of capability of the independent variables to "account

for" the attitude changes observed may be attributed to either of two

factors. The first could be that the measurements taken on these

independent variables provides valid and reliable data, and that the

lack of any substantive relationships arising out of the data evidences

that no true relationships exist between these variables and attitude

change. This conclusion would suggest that future researchers might

safely ignore these variables in similar types of research which attempt

to isolate variables which play an important role in determining the

amount of attitude change taking place. The second factor could be

that the measurement instruments employed did not produce data which

represented valid and/or reliable measures of the variables analyzed.

Thus, such weak measures may have produced data which, when analyzed,

obscured true relatiOnships existing between these independent variables

and attitude change. This conclusion would suggest that future re-

searchers should attempt to develOp more refined and sophisticated means

for securing information on these variables.



  



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Summary

The objective of this investigation was to explore the behavioral

and psychological manifestations of the process of issuing Opinions on

matters of accounting principles and procedures by the Accounting Prin-

ciples Board of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.

The central aSpects of this research effort were addressed to the

questions of the extent to which practicing certified public accountants

perceive they must conform to these APB Opinions and, in turn, the

impact these Opinions have upon the attitudes of these CPAs relative

to the principles and procedures which are the subjects of the Opinion.

The empirical tests carried out in Chapter IV were based on an

§_priori model developed primarily in Chapters II and III. Briefly,

this model suggested that practicing CPA's would view themselves as

being placed inzasituation of "forced compliance" when dealing with

accounting principles about which the Principles Board had issued an

Opinion. That is, the model suggested that regardless of his personal

predisposition toward a particular accounting procedure, if the APB

had taken a stand relative to the application of this procedure, the

CPA would adOpt the stand taken by the Board and would attempt to

persuade his clients to do the same. Thus, where the CPA had preferred

the application of an alternative procedure which the APB, through an

111
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Opinion did not support, the model suggested that we would find the CPA

altering his behavior to conform to the stand taken by the APB. That

is, he would discontinue employing or recommending employment of the

procedure he had previously preferred, and would require application of

the Board's recommended procedure. The model thus suggested where

there was conflict between the CPA's prior behavior, and subsequent

behavior as "required" by the APB, one would observe the CPA altering

his behavior to conform to the dictates of the Principles Board.

The central question of the a_priori model was then directed at an

examination of how, psychologically, the individual would facilitate

this process of behavioral change, where such behavioral change was

required. The model postulated that if the position assumed by the

APB in the pronouncement was in conflict with the CPA's prior behavior,

and the CPA thus had to alter his behavior, the CPA would be placed in

a state of conflict. The accountant's prior attitude toward the parti-

cular accounting procedure would be in conflict with his altered (APB

"dictated") behavior. The primary objective here was to determine

whether attitudes changed to conform to the altered behavior, and if so,

could some of the instrumental variables involved in this process of

attitude change be isolated and examined?

The data gathered to test the §_priori model of this study did

enable the researcher to derive some conclusions relative to the ques—

tions posed in the investigation. Firstly, the evidence presented

supported the model in terms of the question of "forced compliance."

That is, the practicing CPAs do perceive that where an Opinion has been

issued by the APB relative to some particular accounting procedure,
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the accountants believe that they are "forced" to follow the dictates

of the Opinion and subscribe to the procedures recommended by the Prin-

ciples Board. Thus, in situations where the CPA's predispostion toward

the application of a particular procedure are in conflict with the

position taken by the APB in its pronouncement, the evidence examined

indicates that the auditor will alter his behavior to conform to the

suggestions of the Board. The data suggest that the practicing CPA

finds himself forced into a behavioral posture which suggests support

for the APB recommendations.

Secondly, for those individuals who find, based on the issuance

of an Opinion by the APB, that adjustments in behavior are necessary,

the data indicated that these individuals also experience a significant

alteration in their attitudes relative to the accounting procedure in

question. Their prior attitudes toward the particular procedure

which is the subject of the Opinion will adjust in a manner such that

these attitudes are not in conflict with the new behavior.

An interesting aspect of the attitude changes observedixithe study

is the fact that the attitude adjustments required to reflect support

for the APB's position appears to take place over a time span of

rather short duration. This investigator observed the reactions of

the practitioners to both an exposure draft of the Opinion on business

combinations and the formal Opinion itself. The exposure draft pre-

ceded publication of the formal Opinion by about six months. A some-

what unexpected finding of this investigation was that the substance

of the attitude changes observed appeared to take place shortly after

the release of the exposure draft of the Opinion rather than after the

release of the formal Opinion itself. Two factors seemed to explain
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this finding. First, the large majority of respondents believed that

the exposure draft would become a formal Opinion with few, if any,

alterations. As far as the subjects were concerned, the exposure draft

represented the major substance of a formal Opinion which was imminent.

Thus the exposure draft represented the catalyst for subsequent behav-

ioral changes and, in turn, attitude changes which were necessary for

those individuals whose prior behavior and attitudes did not evidence

agreement with the stand taken by the APB in this exposure draft.

Secondly, the majority of the subjects felt that the issues in-

volved in the question of how to properly account for business combina-

tions were of such major importance to the accounting profession that

it was necessary for the profession to assume a position which would

resolve the issues and controversies as soon as possible. For those

subjects who found it necessary to alter their behavior to conform to

the APB's stated position on the subject, and were thus thrust into a

situation where attitudes were in conflict with the newly assumed

behavior, the psychOIOgical conflict experienced by these individuals

was greater on the average than would otherwise be the case because

they perceived the issues as being important. The more important the

issues the greater the conflict felt, and in turn, the greater the drive

to reduce the conflict. As a result, significant attitude changes were

observed after the release of the exposure draft of the Opinion, and

these changes were not significantly different statistically from the

attitude changes observed in the group measured after the release of

the formal Opinion. It is therefore the conclusion of this study that

the attitude changes observed were triggered by the release of the
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exposure draft, and additional changes were not observed as a result of

the publication of the Formal Opinion.

Attempts to isolate independent variables which seemed to have a

bearing on the amount of attitude change experienced by the respondents,

and to explore the relationships of these variables to attitude change,

did not meet with much success in this study. Although some of the

variables examined showed relationships with attitude change which were

significantly greater than zero, the amount of attitude change accounted

for by these variables was very low.

Two possible explanations could be offered as reasons why this

investigation experienced a lack of success in isolating the factors

which appear to explain the attitude changes observed. The first ex-

planation would suggest that the factors examined in this study do not,

in fact, play a role in determining the amount of attitude change

observed in the type of situation under investigation here. This ex-

planation would suggest that future researchers who might be investi-

gating attitude changes under similar circumstances might experience

a greater amount of success if they directed their attention to vari-

ables other than the ones analyzed here.

The second explanation relates to problems of measurement of the

independent variables. It might be argued the measurement instruments

employed here were inadequate as means of providing valid and/or

reliable data on the variables. This explanation would suggest that

future researchers should devote attention to the develOpment of more

refined and more adequate means for securing reliable and valid infor-

mation on the independent variables herein studied.
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Since the factor's examined in this project were measured employ-

ing techniques which have been employed successfully in many other

studies to secure information on behavioral and demographic variables,

it is suggested here that the first explanation is probably more appro-

priate under the circumstances, and that therefore, future investiga-

tors should look towards other factors in an attempt to explain attitude

changes of the type observed in this study.

5.2 Conclusions
 

This study has established that in the process of trying to achieve

greater conformity in the application of accounting procedures through

the issuance of APB Opinions, the AICPA is successful in altering the

behavior of, and especially, the attitudes of practicing CPAs relative

to existing accounting alternatives. It has been shown that these

adjustments are in the direction that supports the position taken by

the APB.

The fact that behavioral changes are reinforced by attitude changes

could probably lead to the conclusion that CPAs are less likely to

attempt to deve10p subterfuges as means of circumventing the Opinions

of the APB than might be the case if these attitude changes did not

accompany the behavioral changes.

Much discussion has been published in the accounting literature

recently which has suggested that revisions should be made in the

composition of the Principles Board and the way in which it operates.

In all cases these suggestions have been based upon the personal obser-

vations of the authors, unsupported by sound empirical evidence, rela-

tive to changes which, if undertaken, would presumably enable the APB
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to more efficiently achieve its stated objectives. The study reported

herein, which represents the sole attempt to establish empirically

and assess the impact of the APB upon the practice of public accounting,

suggests that, at least in the case of the Opinion investigated, the

APB is substantially achieving its stated objectives. The evidence

presented should be examined critically by the profession before it

considers altering the structure of or the mode of operation of the

Board. Additionally, it might be wise for the profession to attempt to

isolate and analyze those factors which appear to play a role in deter-

mining the amount of attitude change experienced by practitioners as

a result of the issuance of Opinions. Without empirically supported

evidence about what factors are important or how they Operate, any

suggested changes represent substantial gambles on the part of the

profession, gambles which could easily result in undermining the level

of success which the APB has been able to apparently achieve in reduc—

ing the diversity in the application of accounting principles in prac-

tice.

The conclusion of this research effort is that the APB is apparent-

ly experiencing success in attempting to meet its stated objectives.

The empirical evidence presented in this report supports the fact

that the issuance of Opinions by the Board results in behavioral and

attitudinal adjustments on the part of practitioners, and that these

adjustments are in the direction of achieving greater conformity in

the application of accounting procedures and establishing a concensus

among practitioners as to the most appropriate practice of public

accounting relative to these procedures.
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Readers should recognize several precautions in attempting to

interpret the information herein contained and in attempting to genera-

lize the results of this study.

Firstly, this study investigated the impact of one Opinion, APB

Opinion No. 16. Any attempts to generalize the findings of this study

to any other Opinions should be undertaken with extreme caution.

Secondly, the response rate to the Pre-Opinion Questionnaire

approximated hO per cent while the response rates to the Post-Exposure

Draft and Post-Formal Opinion Questionnaires approximated 66 per cent

each. Any assessment of the quality of the findings contained in this

report should reflect consideration of these response rates.

Finally, the author would caution readers who might attempt to

employ the results of this study as prescriptions for action. Although

the evidence presented supports the fact that the APB is apparently

meeting its objectives through the issuance of Opinions, much more

knowledge is needed about the variables which are instrumental in pro-

ducing this outcome before these variables can be manipulated in an

attempt to achieve the present objectives more efficiently or to achieve

"more desirable" objectives. It is hoped that future research will be

directed at isolating and obtaining information on these instrumental

variables.
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